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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Calloway County woman
who is accused of trying to
coerce a 14-year-old boy into
having sex was given a trial date
Tuesday in District Court.
Sondra Gibson, 34, is the
mother of Roderick Ferrell, 16,
who currently faces first-degree
murder charges in Florida. Gibson allegedly has ties to a group
called the Vampire Clan, of
which her son is the alleged
leader.
At a hearing in Calloway District Court Tuesday, Gibson's
public defender, Dennis Lortie,

NATIONAL

Historic
schooner
sinks
ELIZABETH CITY, N.C.(AP)
— A 67-year-old schooner that
thrilled crowds at the Bicentennial as part of a parade of "tall
ships" sank off the North Carolina coast, but the seven people aboard were rescued.
The new owner had ignored
a warning from the previous
owner that the three-masted
topsail schooner Alexandria
was not seaworthy.
"She was built in 1929 out of
wood and she had never had a
structural overhaul," said Joe
Youcha, executive director of
the Alexandria Seaport Foundation in Alexandria, Va. "She
was at that point in her life that
she needed it"
But skipper Yale Iverson said
he had ignored Youcha's warnings because he thought the
foundation's leaders, who sold
him the 125-foot schooner,
were "white-pants, yacht-club
guys who drink cocktails ... but
never take the boat out."
"I'm certainly not going to
say that there were no bad
frames on the boat, but that
boat was solid," Iverson told
The Washington Post in today's
editions. "You can smell a bad
boat. It didn't have the smell of
rotten wood."
/ WNERE IS \
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informed Judge Leslie Furches
that he planned to file a brief outlining why the case should be
thrown out of court.
"In my opinion, there is a constitutional issue of free speech,"
Lortie told reporters outside the
courtroom. "The other issue here
is whether an illegal act has
occurred."
Furches set a deadline of 20
days for Lortie to file the brief
and 20 days for Calloway County
Attorney David Harrington to
respond.
Gibson was charged Sept. 28

•

Morning Blaze
JIM MAHANESiLedger & ToTies photo

A three-alarm blaze Tuesday morning destroyed the home of Reggie and Margaret Young In Coldwater.
The fire was dicovered by the Youngs' neighbor, Tom Wilcox, who said he saw flames coming through the
rcibf of the structure and called firefighters from two departments. Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteers were assisted at the scene by the Farmington Fire Department. In all, six trucks and numerous
firefighters responded to the scene, but were unable to save the 20-year-old home.

M See Page 2

Purdom store to close soon
after 50 years in business
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Early next year, one-half century of memories will be all
that's left of one downtown
Murray business.
In Fcbuary 1997, a wrecking
ball will destroy the building on
S. 5th Street which has been
home to Purdom Furniture since
1946.
The building, owned by First
United Methodist Church, will
be demolished to make way for
a $1.6 million addition to the
church.
The Purdom Furniture building, which is adjacent to the
church, was purchased by
FUMC in 1986 for the purpose

Furniture is the oldest), Purdom
Furniture began when A.O.
Woods built the store for
$40,000 in 1946.
According to current owner
Tom Alexander, the land where
Purdom Furniture sets was
meant to house a totally different business.
"They originally leveled off
this lot to build a theatre, but
the First United Methodist
Church did not want to see a
theatre there," Alexander said.
"A store building like this is
very unique. It was built especially for Purdom's."
Former owner Jack Bclote
said the business formed
through a partnership.

of expansion.
On Dec. 1, FUMC announced
a capital funds crusade goal had
been met by collecting
$1,861,661 to build a two-story,
multi-purpose facility.
The 50,500-square -foot,
state-of-the-art building will
house an elevator, a modern basketball court, a new fellowship
hall, additional kitchen facilities, new Sunday School rooms
and a crafts and exercise room.
As Purdom Furniture looks
ahead to its final days, three of
the store's former and current
owners looked back on the history of the business.
Known as the second oldest
furniture store in Murray (Crass

Critics
point out
dislikes of
comp bill

WEATHER
Tonight...Considerable
cloudiness...Breezy and mild
with a 30 percent chance of
showers. Low near 50. Gusty
southwest wind 10 to 20 mph.
Wednesday...Mostly
cloudy. High 60 to 65.
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger LI Times photo

SANTA'S HELPER: Santa Prolect volunteer Barbara Brantley
doublechecks a list of gifts Monday afternoon as she and other volunteers (not pictured) help needy children have a merry Christmas.
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cided we'd go in together and
form a corporation with them."
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ing to get more exciting next
month," Patton said.
Most of the information MonFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
day
came with a spin.
Gov. Paul Patton didn't want to
Berea College President Larry
hear about it and former Gov.
Ned Breathitt warned of the con- Shinn said the focus on the vocasequences of even thinking about tional benefits of higher education is misplaced. He said the imit.
That did not keep the issue of portance of a sound liberal arts
who should run higher education education is much more imporin Kentucky from cropping up re- tant for preparing students for a
peatedly during a meeting. Mon- lifetime of learning, Shinn said.
But Shinn also had money on
day of Patton's Task Force on
his mind. Private colleges must
Postsecondary Education.
"If we get into the governance be taken into account when deterissue, I think we will have a con- mining the higher education refrontation in the legislature of sources of Kentucky. And he said
epic proportions," warned it would be more cost-effective
Breathitt, who is chairman of the for taxpayers to finance a stuboard of trustees at the Univer- dent's education, not merely pay
sity of Kentucky. "We will dissi- for public institutions.
Tom Davisson of Sullivan Colpate our energies fighting over an
issue that was settled years ago." lege said proprietary schools
While Breathitt was specifi- share that view.
"Everyone, and we stress
cally referring to governance of
the UK community colleges, the everyone, must be brought to the
issue is one of two recurring table on equal terms," Davisson
themes on 'every discussion of said.
Students arc not well served if
higher education — money and
they cannot get university credit
who's in charge.
Patton said he wants the focus for courses taken at proprietary
of the debate to be on improving schools that are sometimes accrethe quality of higher education dited by the same organizations.
"Elitism and turf protection
and allowing more people access
must
be put aside,'' Davisson
to it.
"Governance could obviously said.
University and community colbe a part of that," Patton said.
faculty and administrators
lege
The meeting of the task force
was the last one to merely compile information. "Things are go- • See Pogo 2
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Opponents of a bill to change
workers' compensation that's before the Kentucky Senate said
they found in it a time bomb for
workers already injured.
"We are opening up one hclluva barrel of worths," warned
Sen. Kelsey Friend, a longtime
workers' comp attorney from
Pikeville.
Gov. Paul Patton has said people already receiving compensation for claims of job-related injury or illness would not lose
anything. But opponents of the
bill, which passed the House Friday and the Senate began to consider on Monday, said the bill has
no such guarantee.
The bill would set a four-year
time limit for reopening a claim.
But three exceptions are specified: fraud, increasing weekly
benefit payments and "reducing
a permanent total disability award
when an employee returns to
work."

"Wells Purdom owned Radom Hardware with Grant
Stiles," said Belote. "Me, Frank
(Bclote) and Harold Gilbert de-

Higher ed talk
turns to governing

it

Dec. 10
15 shopping
days to Christmas

This photo was taken the night of the grand opening of Purdom Furniture in 1946.
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FROM PAGE 1
"Mr. Purdom owned pan of a
hardware store and a furniture
store. He wanted part of his
We can provide information and coverage for your

INSURANCE
Ask about Shelter s
LIFE, CAR. FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Harold "Jack' Romaine
Lensarl in KY IL TN
759-1033 or 753-0673
401 S 12th St • Munn

hands to own the business so
they wouldn't leave him. He
had a little money and we
needed the work. We did a real
good business for that time."
In 1946. the business opened
as a part hardware and furniture
store. It offered full home furnishings as well as appliances
and hardware.
It was during that time. Below said, that Purdom's made a
landmark sale.
"We sold the first television
set in Murray," he said. "It was

FROM PAGE 1
also presented their recommendations, which were largely put
together during meetings earlier
this year. Western Kentucky University President Tom Meredith
again pitched the idea of a commonwealth university that could
offer courses by television and
conferences from many
institutions.

'Qualay Lawn & Landscape Semces'

LEAF REMOVAL SERVICE

.,!!!A:Call Today for Your
Free Estimate

753-5726

*

This lovely 5 BR, 4.5 bath home on The Lane features multiactivity areas of both formal and casual design, a large walkout basement, 1st floor master suite and a large tree-shaded
lot. Call us today!

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

a 9-inch Admiral. We sold it for
$700."
The business changed hands
only slightly when Belote and
L.K. Pinkley bought the store
from Purdom in 1966.
"We bought him and Grant
Stiles out," Pinkley said. "When
we bought the store, he moved
the appliances to a store across
the street. We sold out the hardware part in 1967 because there
were too many Wal-Mart's and
K -Mart's competing against
Pinkley said heating units
were a major part of the store's
business.
"Our biggest seller was probably heating equipment," he
said. "We sold a bunch of Ashley heaters. We specialized in
any type of heating appliance.
Heaters would run around 60
percent of our total sales."
According to Pinkley, business boomed in the 1950s when
downtown Murray was a prosperous business district.
"On Saturdays, everyone
would come to town and the

FROM PAGE 1
In a hearing by the Senate Economic Development and Labor
Committee, Friend and Sen. John
David Preston, R-Paintsville,
questioned whether an employer
could force a claim already litigated to be reopened and decided
under /the new, more restrictive
law/
/Also Monday, opponents were
'eager to put a human face on the
issue.
Charles Saladino, a workers'
comp attorney from Paducah, told
of a 57-year-old client, James
NIetheny, who was totally disabled by a back injury after 31
years as a plant worker.
Metheny, who Saladino said
was unable to attend the hearing,
is entitled under current law to
receive $386 per week, two-thirds
of his average weekly wage.
Under the proposed change, his
maximum award would be just
537.44 per week for 425 weeks,
Saladino said. Metheny would be
penalized for the natural effects
of his aging, including degenerative disc disease that existed,
though dormant, at the time of
his injury, Saladino said.

stores would stay open to about
nine or ten o'clock," he
explained.
The business was sold to
Alexander in 1986.
"We phased out the appliances then and it strictly became a furniture and bedding
store," said Alexander.''We haven't grown any in the past 10
years. We've really just maintained the level of business that
was here before."
While the business is slowly
coming to an end, Alexander
said he was already aware of its
fate.
"We've known for two or
three years that this would happen," he said. "We just didn't
know when. We have no plans
of relocating the business, but it
does deserve to be recognized
for what it's done for the city of
Murray."
Pinkley said he will miss the
business.
"It'll be sad to see it go," `le
said. "I've been involved with it
for 31 years. It has been a great
business and a good location
over the years."

If the House bill becomes law,
a total disability award will be
out of the question for older
workers, Saladino said.
"This law ... is not just a matter of numbers. It's a matter that
affects real people," he said.
Patton proposed a system for
using "objective medical evidence" and American Medical
Association guidelines to determine disabilities. Senate President John "Eck" Rose said Patton was looking for a way to take
natural aging into account.
The committee was expected to
take up amendments Wednesday
and the bill was expected to go to
the full Senate for a vote on
Thursday. Rose, D-Winchester,
said it was hoped the House
would go along with Senate
amendments, averting a negotiating round in a House-Senate conference committee.

Pick 3
7-0-7
Pick 4
6-2-0-1
Cash 5
3-8-10-16-28
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count lof criminal attempt to commit third-degree
rape and one count of criminal attempt to commit third-degree sodomy. Both charges are Class A
misdemeanors.
The charges stem from two letters Gibson allegedly wrote to the
boy after he moved out of his
mother's house in Calloway
County to live with his father in
Tennessee.
The boy and Ferrell were allegedly friends and members of a
group called the Vampire Clan
which is how he met Gibson.
Ferrell, Charity Keesee, 16,
Dana Cooper, 19, all of Murray
and Scott Anderson, 16, formerly
of Murray, were arrested Thanksgiving night after Richard and
Ruth Wendorf were found bludgeoned to death in their home in
Eustis, Fla. Nov. 25.
The letters, filed in open court
records, contain explicit sexual
and vampinc references.
"...I dreamed every night of
your return. I longed to be near
you, for your embrace. Yes, (the
14-year-old's name) to become a
vampire, a part of the family, immortal and truly yours forever,"
one of the letters said. That letter
was signed Star. The second letter was signed Sondra.
Gibson told a local television
station last week the letters were
being used against her.
Lortic confirmed that the youth
did receive the letters and contends that because the letters
were sent by mail they should fall
under the right to free speech as

spelled out in the First
Amendment.
"That's garbage. That's not
free speech," said the boy's
mother, Penny Murphy, outside
the courtroom Tuesday.
In an interview last week, Murphy told the Ledger she was unaware of her son's involvement
with Gibson but filed the charges
when she found out.
"She used to drive by my
house looking for (youth's
name)," she said. "All this (expletive) was going on with (Gibson) that I knew nothing about."
Steven Murphy, the boy's
19-year-old brother, said Gibson
told him about her feelings toward the boy on several occasions.
"Rod's mom told me how she
felt toward (youth's name)," he
said. "When mom found the letters and I read the part about being embraced, I rolled in the
floor."
According to Murphy, being
"embraced" is a term for drinking
blood as an initiation into the
Vampire Clan.
Gibson was not present in the
courtroom nor was she required
to be there, Lortic said. He said
he had talked with her on two occasions since the charges were
brought in September, but did not
know whether she was still in
Calloway County.
She reportedly moved to Florida last week.
Lonie said if Furches denies
his motions, a pre-trial conference will be held May 13. At that
time, Lortic and Harrington will
either decide on a plea bargain or
the case will go to trial.

Young couple indicted
WILMINGTON, Del. (AP) —
The indictment of a teen-age couple in the slaying of their newborn son gives a jury the option
of convicting them on a charge
that does not carry a death
sentence.
A grand jury handed down an
indictment Monday that charges
Brian C. Peterson Jr. and Amy
Grossberg, both 18, with firstdegree murder or intentional
homicide, a death penalty
offense.
But the grand jury also returned a lesser charge of firstdegree murder by abuse or neglect, which carries a maximum
- sentence of life without parole.
Even before the teens were arrested last month, prosecutors
said they would seek the death
penalty, a remark that prompted
critics to say the state was rushing to judgment.
James Moorhead, a former prosecutor and expert on legal ethics
in Washington, viewed the indictments as a compromise.
"What the prosecution has

presented with this-abuse and neglect charge is a compromise option for a jury that isn't ready LO
hand down a first-degree murder
verdict, bul also isn't ready to
drop all the way down" to a
lesser charge, Moorhead said.
.111 LIL11.
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Surgeons fear new rules threaten transplants
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Two hospitals that run Kentucky's only liver transplant
programs say they could be
threatened by proposed rules
under which most livers donated
in the sute might be shipped
elsewhere.

Doctors at the University of
Kentucky Hospital and Louisville's Jewish Hospital also are
worried that an old college pal of
President Clinton's may be using
his influence to intervene in the
debate on behalf of the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center.

When someone donates a liver,
it normally goes to the sickest patient in the region. Hence, most
livers donated in Kentucky stay
in Kentucky, doctors say.
But Pittsburgh and some other
big centers want to change the
rules so that organs would go to

Judge: du Pont competent
By ERICH SMITH
Associated Press Writer
MEDIA, Pa. (AP) — John E.
du Pont was found competent to
stand trial next month in the killing of an Olympic wrestler after
doctors said they have managed
to control his mental illness with
drugs.
Two months ago, doctors on
both sides of the case said the
58-year-old heir to the DuPont
Co. chemical fortune was too ill
to help his lawyers. He thought
he was the Dalai Lama, the
Christ child and the last surviving
member of the Russian royal
family, the doctors said.
But Delaware County Judge
Patricia H. Jenkins, who previously had found the millionaire
too delusional to stand trial, ruled
him competent Monday. Her decision followed testimony by psychiatrists that heavy doses of
drugs helped clear his head.
Although du Pont is "admittedly mentally ill," he now
understands reality well enough
to be tried and "is more likely
than not capable of cooperating
effectively" with gis lawyers, the
judge said.
Thomas Bergstrom, du Pont's
lead lawyer, was disappointed.
"I believe he's not ready, but
I'm prepared to go and do what I
have to," he said.
He said he might pursue an insanity defense, which would require him to convince a jury that
du Pont was so incapacitated by
mental illness at the time of the
shooting that he did not realize it
was wrong.
Last week, a defense psychiatrist testified that despite the help
of heavy doses of anti-psychotic
drugs at the state mental hospital
where du Pont is being held, the
defendant still believes communist conspirators will kill him if he
discusses his case.
A prosecution psychiatrist and

other hospital officials, however,
said du Pont meets legal standards for competency — understanding the charges against him,
the roles of people in court, possible outcomes of the trial, the
concept of "plea bargaining"
and his constitutional right to refuse to testify.
Jenkins said du Pont's comments about a death plot could be
an attempt to manipulate the
Court.

If found incompetent, du Pont

could have been confined to a
mental hospital until deemed fit
to stand trial.
Instead, the judge set trial for
Jan. 21 in the death of wrestler
Dave Schultz, who lived with his
family on du Pont's estate while
training and coaching at a sports
complex there.
Du Pont holed up inside his
mansion for two days after the
Jan. 26 shooting before police
captured him.

I Support Local Arts

the medically neediest patients,
regardless of geographical
boundaries.
Both UK and Jewish will send
representatives to testify Thursday in Bethesda. Md., before a
panel formed by the Health and
Human Services Department to
review rules for distributing
transplant livers.
The Kentucky representatives
will urge that existing rules be
left in place.
UK and Jewish think that
would result in most livers going
to big centers like Pittsburgh,
which does more liver transplants
than UK and Jewish combined.
They say that smaller programs
like those at UK and Jewish
might not survive because they
would get fewer livers to transplant. That in turn could discourage many Kentuckians from donating livers, and it would force
Kentucky patients to go out of
state to get transplants, local doctors say.

"I'm taking care of patients
who live in our area who can't
afford to travel hundreds of miles
and spend time there waiting before and after transplants. (The

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURA1VCE

proposed rules are) ... going to
hurt us locally, as a program, as a
community," declared Dr. Dinesh Ranjan, director of UK's
liver transplant program at a
news conference Monday. Ranajan will testify Thursday.
About 7,200 patients are waiting for liver transplants nationally. But last year the level of
liver donations allowed only about 3,900 transplants to be
performed.
One of two patients die for every one who gets a new liver, expertssay, and cntics frequently
contend that wealthy or famous
patients get preference.
Now, the allocation process is
handled nationally by the
Virginia-based United Network
for Organ Donation.
But David Matter, a Pittsburgh
developer and law school classmate of President Clinton, sent
Clinton a personal letter last September questioning the system
and urging Clinton to investigate.
Matter's letter reflected the
position of the University of
Pittsburgh Medical ('enter, which
is a client of Matter's real estate
development firm, according to

Transplant News, a medical industry publication.
Prompted by the letter, Clinton
immediately turned the matter
over to Donna Shalala. secretary
of Health and Human Setyices.
The department announcell it
would conduct hearings, which
begin Thursday, and make a decision on rules for liver
distribution.
Both UK and Jewish Hospital
said Monday they fear Matter
might be using his influence with
Clinton to get new rules favoring
Pittsburgh.
"It is an clement that is distressing to us," said Dr. Bruce
I.ucas, a UK surgeon and immediate past president of the United
Network for Organ Sharing.
"The viability of programs
such as the one at UK is dependent on a continuation of policies
similar to what we've had the
past 10 years."
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A doctor who

knows

yOif

An important component of
primary care is a strong partnership with a doctor who knows
you and your medical history.
Our group of family practitioners, an internist, and a pediactriclan provide continuous coverage from newborns to elder citirens of our community.
•Prompt treatment of
illnesses, infections, and
minor injuries.
•Regular follow-up for
chronic medical problem...

were•

•Routine physical exams tor
insurance, school,
employment, athletics, camp
and travel.
•Annual gynecological
checkups.

Choosing the right physician for your family is a tough decision.
You want someone you can talk to. Someone who combines the
•
highest quality medical skills with, well, good old-fashioned
concern.
•
Our office of primary care physicians--family physicians, internal
medicine, and pediatrics--serves as the front line of care for your
family. They have established their practices and families in the
Murray-Calloway area as you have. Our physicians know what it's like to raise a family--and what it means when
someone in the family faces a sudden illness or accident.
Primary care physicians offer a complete range of medical care, from the treatment of minor complaints to the
diagnosis and management of serious illness. And while these doctors are instrumental in treating many
conditions, they can also direct to the proper specialist, if necessary. Above all, our primary care physicians are
dedicated to providing you the best in medical care.
Our AfterHours services and expanded in-office diagnostic services are an important part of a changing health
care system, but more importantly, they are part of our commitment to providing convenient services or you and
your family.
Your Primary Care Physicians:
Robert Hughes, M.D. • Family Practice
Hollis Clark, M.D. • Internal Medicine
Joyce Hughes, M.D. • Pediatrics
Michael Adams, M.D. • Family Practice
Marsha Adams', PA-C
Lisa Buford, PA

759-9200

Sulk, 480W • Medical Arts building • 300 S. 8th St. • Murray, Ky. 42071

MEDICAL CENTER

•Newborn care and well
child checkups.
repair and minor
•[Accra(
office surgery.
•DOT and workmen's comp
exams for employers.
•After-llours services from
p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from 9
a.m. to 12 noon on Saturday,
•ln-office laboratoiy,
cardiology and x-ray service,
for improved diagnostics and
convenience.
•Medicare participating and
participant in most
commercial insurance plans.
*Accepting new patients.
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'Where there is no vision. the people peris
h:
PUBIJSIIED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Scott commended for efforts
I )ear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to public
ly commend Sheriff Stan
Scot( for his professional efforts that result
ed in the apprehension of
Murray's now infamous "vampires" wanted for
murder in Florida and to
make a brief comment on groups such as
the "vampires."
Sonic may choose to differ with me but I believ
e that such groups and
their activities arc a form of satanic worship.
The reported activities of
the "vampires" are classic activities of satani
sm — self-mutilation, the
sacrifice and killing of animals and humans,obses
sion with fantasy role
playing, the clothing, hair styles and jewel
ry and the philosophy that
each person has God-like powers arc just
a few.
'the first of the Ten Commandments says "I am
the Lord thy God,thou
shall not have other Gods besides Mc." Vampi
res, New-Age movement
and any other such philosophies only promote
the so-called powers of
the devil and arc an offense to the one
and only true God.
Jim Wilburn
Murray, Ky.

Fa

Ice on the moon
This week's headlines announced
the presence of ice on the moon. As
if it were a revelation. Poets have
known it for centuries, but now
scientists are getting into the act
because radar signals from an
American
spacecraft
called
Clementine indicate the presence of
ice in the permanently cold shadows
of a deep basin near the lunar south
pole.
Dr. Paul Spudis, geologist at the
Lunar and Planetary Institute at
Houston, hedges a little, but is
hopeful that the findings can be
confirmed by an independent investigation. Spudis was quoted in the
Dec. 4 The New York Times, as
saying,"We are not positive. But we
see signals consistent with ice and
we think it's there."
With ice comes the possibility of
space travel to distant planets. There
are visions of people living on lunar
colonies and stopping off in the
frigid shadows on the south pole of
the moon to refuel on the way to
Mars.
John E. Pike,space policy analyst
at the Federation of American Scientists can barely contain his enthu-

MAIN STREET

Graves County, are set to be
charged with the murder of the
parents of a Florida teenager who
allegedly participated in the brutal
slayings.
Reportedly, the four from here
were part of a group involved in
some kind of horrific vampire game
that eventually went from fantasy to
sucking their own and others'blood.
manned craft that is currently under Even more incredible is that one of
development by Lockheed Martin. them had apparently been identified
as being involved in the break-in at
It is scheduled for launching in
the
local animal shelter last month.
September of'97 and will cross both
where several animals were tortured
poles in orbit, map the lunar surface
and killed.
composition and observe magnetic
We are not talking about another
and gravity fields with instruments
planet here, this is Murray, Kenof even greater precision for deter- tucky
,a small enough town that you
mining the presence of lunar water.
can't make a quick stop at the
So now we can not only send men groce
ry store because you end up
and women to the moon,but we may
seeing too many people you know.
be able to take flights of further
It just does not make sense to me
fancy and hopscotch from earth to
— that we can explore the possiMars as long as we can gas up on the
bility of ice on the moon and talk
moon.
about expeditions to other planets
It sounds kind of Buck Roger-ish;
light years away, when desperately
literally out-of-this world. But it is
troubled young people walk among
not as inconceivable as some of last
us like the living dead but, appaweek's local news. Four teenagers,
rently, no one noticed until it was
three from Calloway and one from
too late.

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times colwnnist
siasm. "The Moon used to be dry;
now it's wet," he declared. "Now it
could become a gas station."
Pike is obviously imagining using nuclear or solar power to convert the water ice into its components — hydrogen and oxygen —
which are valuable rocket fuels.
Spacecraft Clementine
was
launched in January, 1994, and
operated in lunar orbit about four
months. Its findings seem to reveal a
vast landscape of 3,000 miles in
which ice crystals are mixed with
dirt, a kind of permafrost presumably the residue of moisture from
comets striking the Moon over the
last 3 billion years.
The next moon mission, Lunar
Prospector, will be a small, un-

Rogers thanks CCFR for work
Di., Editor:

.
1
i
I

I would like to thank and commend the Calloway
County Fire and
Rescue, for their help the other night, when all the power
was off, in the
county.
I had just fired my wood furnace and gone to
bed and the electricity
went out in the county. In about an hour, I began
to smell something
scorching or smoldering. Groping around the house
in the dark with a
flashlight, I began to check everything I could. I called
my son next door,
he looked in the attic, checked the flu and we
couldn't find where the
smell was coming from, so I called 911.
Within 10 minutes, two trucks and about 10 to
12 unpaid volunteer
I iremen were at my hone in full gear,ready for anyth
ing. A first class fire
department couldn't have been more prompt, consid
ering some of these
men came from their homes.
Hunting with flashlights, they found the probl
em. The insulation in
iii) ductwork was hot and was smelling, due to
heat build up, which the
blower normally blows through the registers, and
couldn't because there
WAS no electricity. Thank
you Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad.
Phillip Rogers
110 Cook Lane, Murray, Ky. 42071

Not. 27 — Roswell (VAL) Daily Record,
on pope's planned
lisit to Cuba:
Many political analysts assert
convincingly that John Paul 11's
moral authority as the first Polish pope, in
convergence with other
historical forces, was instrumental in under
mining communism in
1 astern Europe and, ultimately, in disma
ntling the Soviet Union.
Could the charismatic 76-year-old pontiff
have a destabilizing cflel. t on Fidel Castro's
Cuba? That question looms especially large
with the announcement of the pope's
planned visit next year to
Cuba, one of the last bastions of Marxi
sm.
The pope's conditions are that he be permi
tted to travel freely
throughout thc country, meet with whomever
he pleases and say
whatever he wishes. This could cause the Cuban
dictator considerable consternation, particularly in light of
the pontiff's fierce anticommunism and his longstanding commitment
to human rights. ...
The trip is suffused with irony because it pits
the Jesuit-educated
dictator against a pope whose firsthand knowl
edge of Marxism is
only exceeded by his utter contempt for its moral
ly bankrupt philosophy. The encounter can be compared to a conte
st between a wily
mongoose and a swaggering cobra.

Just drop us a line ....
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to expres
s their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor
. We print
leuers on a variety of topics, provided they comply with
the following
guidelints: all letters must be signe.4 by the writer, with
the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verifi
cation is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published).
Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewr
itten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to conde
nse or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor
, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
.
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Moaning becomes sound ofseason
"Why do so many people use the
holidays to make themselves miserable?" asked Slats Grobnik.
Are you miserable?
"I don't mean me. I know how to
handle it. But I can't believe the way
so many people like to suffer."
Such as?
"Well, for a week all I got for
news was about what a terrible time
people had traveling. I think every
bum hip and the one at the end of
the
TV crew in the country was at an
table grouse about his job. And old
airport asking people how they felt, Uncle Charley can't stand it,
so he's
and they all said they felt like
putting away the hootch until he's in
refugees."
worse shape than the turkey. And
Yes, it is the busiest travel time of Aunt Erma is hissing at
him to lay
the year as millions of people go off, so he has a coupl
e more pops
somewhere to be with relatives. Just so he can't hear her."
"Why? How come?"
Yes, there are some dysfuncWhy what?
tional families.
"Why do they want to go there?"
"Some? Listen, in one way or
Go where?
another, every family is dysfunc"Where their relatives are. Why tional. There's no such
thing as
do they wanna go there?"
normal families, except on TV.
Obviously to see them. To be That's because the single
biggest
with them on Thanksgiving.
cause of people going nutsy is other
"What for?"
people, and the worst are relatives.
I don't understand your question. So anybody who
has got relatives
On holidays, especially Thanksgiv- living
somewhere else ought to
ing and Christmas, people want to count
his blessings instead of
he with their loved ones.
squeezing into an airplane. If those
"That's what I don't understand. If relatives
are really 'loved ones,'then
your relatives live halfway across they ought to
love you enough to let
the country, you got a good thing
you off the hook and be satisfied
going. Why mess up a good holiday
with a happy holidays phone call.
weekend by going to see them? I
Listen, if the good Lord wanted 12
mean, what is the big deal about million people traveling
for Thaks-,
seeing a bunch of relatives shoving giving, he wouldn
't have broken up
pieces of turkey and dressing into the phone companies
and given us
their mouths?"
long-distance credit cards."
There is more to it than eating
I hadn't thought of it that way.
turkey.
"Yeah. And those reporters that
"Yeah. There's listening to this go to the airpor
ts ought to stop
one gripe about his goofy kids doing
treating all those people with such
drugs and that one moan about her sympathy like they
arc victims and

"Boy, is that stupid. What's the
difference if I spend $100 last
Friday or the same $100 tomorrow
morning, when I won't have to wait
in line to waste my money?"
Because some people like the
excitement of being part of the
festive crowd, ushering the most
joyous time of the year. And it is not
a waste,especially if you arc buying
gifts for others. Dont' you get a
pleasure of picking out something
that you knOw will make someone
else happy?
"No. I get a pleasure out of
putting my money in coffee cans
and burying them in the backyard.
Except I don't do that any more
because the coffee cans don't pay
interest. My idea of pleasure would
be to give my money to a loan shark
and have him put it on the street at
10 percent interest a week and hit a
deadbeat in the shins with a baseball
bat if he's late."
You could have given Scrooge
insensitivity lessons.
"Don't rap Scrooge. He was an all
right guy. You didn't see him going
on TV and grousing that the airport
terminal or the mall was too
crowded."
Yes, but he finally woke up and
saw the light. And'maybeyou will
too.
"What, you expect me to go out
and buy a Christmas goose for some
mooching relative like Scrooge
did?" y not?

say that they are stupid and deserve
all the discomfort they get."
That's a bit harsh.
"Why? It's like everybody who
went shopping last Friday. I turn on
the news and they're interviewing
some woman who was moaning
about how her feet hurt and how
long she had to stand in line and
somebody gave her an elbow in the
ribs."
Yes,it was a real mob scene in the
malls.
"So I'm listening to her and I'm
saying, 'Good, you boob, you got
what you deserved. I hope you get
corns and calluses and your purse
gets snatched if your arc dumb
enough to go out there when you
know in advance what it's going to
be like.' I wished I was there so I
could stomp on her toes and stand
behind her at a checkout counter
and say:'Hey slowpoke, you had all
day to get your credit card out of
your purse. What'ya wait until you
get here for?"
But shopping on the day after
Thanksgiving has become an
American tradition. It is also a
barometer of the state of the eco"Hey, it might not be a had idea.
nomy. If it is a big-spending Friday,
A goose is full of cholesterol. That
it means that the economy is alive
would be one way to get rid of
and healthy and the American conthem."
sumer is optimistic.
That's the spirit
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Noi. 30 — The Washington Post,
on baseball's labor
agreement:
Baseball, one of the great inventions of the
19th century, appawilily will make it into the 21st without furthe
r interruption, thanks
to the team owners' unexpected approval this
week of a new labor
, agreement with the players. ...
,
,
This same agreement ... was rejected just
a few weeks ago by
ii•lio ... owners in an 18-12 vote that repudiated
the long, hard
\soil; of their hired negotiator. ...
The agreement iniposes a kind of temporary
"tax" on teams that
sign players to big, expensive contracts,
but it sets no rigid salary
cap overall for the players. It's questionab
le whether it will solve
the problems of the "small-market" cities, which
fear they can't
keep up with salary demands, but it does pretty
much ensure there
will he no strike through the ,year 20(X)
season at the least. ...
The agreement also provides for two more;•expa
nsion teams, one
of which is likely to come to the Washington
area. Don't start oiling up your glove just yet, however: Neith
er team is expected to
play ball until 2002.
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'Heat of the Night' actor Rollins dies
By PHILLIP L. VELEZ
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Howard
Rollins, an Oscar-nominated actor with roles in such movies as

"Ragtime" and "A Soldier's
Story" and the TV series "In the
Heat of the Night," died at age
46.
Rollins died Sunday afternoon

Faron Young critical
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Country singer Faron Young was
in critical condition today, suffering from an apparently selfinflicted gunshot wound in the
head. A suicide note was found
in his house.
Young, who had hits from the
1950s to the early '70s with
songs like "Hello Walls" and
"Alone With You," was found at
his home Monday afternoon by
friend and band member Ray
Emmiu:
Police did not release details of
the suicide note. Friends said the 64-year-old

Two ex-Klan
members plead
guilty to crime
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) —
Two former Ku Klux Klan members pleaded guilty to conspiring
to burn a rural black church and a
migrant labor camp last year.
Hubert "Herbert" Rowell, 50,
and Arthur A. Haley, 51, pleaded
guilty Monday to four conspiracy
counts stemming from the
Bloomville fires that destroyed
Macedonia Baptist Church and
the camp about 80 miles north of
Charleston.
In return, prosecutors agreed to
drop 16 other charges against the
men.
Neither man was charged with
setting the fires. But prosecutors
said they provided the flammable
liquids that two other men used
to burn down the century-old
church in June 1995, and also
- conspired in the fire that destroyed the camp in February
1995.
Each man faces up to 60 years
in prison and a $1 million fine.

Plane crash
kills two in
Boise,Idaho
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — A cargo
plane built in the 1940s crashed
into a muddy field shortly after
takeoff Monday night and burst
into flames, killing the two crew
members aboard.
The Desert Air DC-3 cargo
plane crashed about a mile from
the Boise Municipal Airport after
one of the engines caught fire,
said Woody Cummings, Federal
Aviation Administration duty officer. The pilot had reported the
lire and tried to return to the airport, he said.
The FAA was investigating.
The DC-3s were built in the
1940s but are still used to haul
cargo, firefighters and other
loads. It was not immediately
clear what type of cargo the plane
was carrying.
A Desert Air spokeswoman in
Utah said the company would not
comment until Tuesday. The
plane was contracted out with
Emery Worldwide.

Young had been depressed about
his health. He had emphysema
and recently underwent prostate
surgery, said his lawyer, Grant
Smith.
Donald Reeves Sr., a neighbor,
said the performer "wasn't his
same old exuberant self— the past
three months.
A native of Shreveport. La-.
Young became known as The
Singing Sheriff after his role in
the film "Hidden Guns." His
first hit song, "Goin' Steady,"
was released in 1953.
Young recorded songs by Willie Nelson, Bill Anderson and
Don Gibson early in their careers.
Young had a No. 1 hit with Nelson's "Hello Walls" in 1961.
In 1974, Young recorded his
last top 10 song, "Some Kind of
Woman."

Stock Market Report

after repeated trouble with drugs.
He spent a month in jail in 1993
for driving under the influence
and reckless driving.
Rollins pleaded guilty in 1992
to driving under the influence of
a tranquilizer. He was sentenced
to two days in jail and fined
$
licl,
e00O
nse., and lost his driver's

at St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital.
The hospital declined to release
the cause of death, but Frank Tobin, a publicist for actor Carroll
O'Connor, said Rollins died from
lymphoma.
In a statement Monday,
O'Connor said he was "deeply
saddened by Howard's death. He
was a friend who we loved
dearly."
Rollins starred opposite
O'Connor in "In the Heat of the
Night," based on the 1967 movie
about a white Mississippi police
chief who teams up with a black
detective from the North. The
show aired from 1988 to 1994,
first on NBC, then on 'CBS.
Rollins was wriuen out of the
series after the 1992-93 season
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Rollins played a proud Army
lawyer in "A Soldier's Story" in
1984 and was nominated for an
Academy Award for "Ragtime"
(1981), in which he played Coalhouse Walker, a piano teacher
who becomes a vengeful
revolutionary.
He also starred in the 1980s
Western series "Wildside," and
several TV movies and plays.

'laniard Lyons e • marael mama, in the aocit
uNC price unchanged

MAYSVILLE. Ky. (AP) -Former state representative Charles Austin Wenz Sr. has died. He
was 82.
Wenz, who died Sunday night
at Columbia Hospital Maysville,
spent 20 years in public service,
as a deputy sheriff, sheriff, state
representative and county judgeexecutive in a career that spanned
from the late 1950s to the early
1980s.
"He was one-of the last strong
Democrats," said Mason County
Judge -Executive James L.
"Buddy" Gallenstein.
Wertz was appointed deputy
sheriff in 1958, and was elected
sheriff eight years later. Wenz's

Our Best Investment Is You.
I Fl I 4•11•41,CI WI I yon• Iry • fklemher 'VS,

Scott Irvine, 28, was recovering at St. Mary's Hospital in
Long Beach, Coast Guard
spokeswoman Jamie Devitt said
Monday.
After the fight late Sunday
aboard the cruise liner Motor
Vessel Holiday, lrvi 's nose was
packed in i
the ship, about
35
es northwest of San Diego,
returned to shore.
The Los Angeles Port Police
held suspects and contacted the
FBI because the fight was at sea,
Devitt said.
No charges were immediately
filed, FBI spokesman John Hoos
said.
"It was nothing but a bar
brawl," he said.

Lawmaker dies at age 82
son, Tony, is the current Mason
County sheriff.
In 1969, Wenz was elected to
the Kentucky General Assembly
as the representative from the
70th District. He was elected to a
second term in the House in
1971.
In 1973, Wcnz was elected
county judge of Mason County,
the last county judge with judicial powers. He was re-elected
four years later as county judgeexecutive after the office was
reorganized.

209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

SEAM
Murray, Kentucky
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He was married to Margaret
Pfeffer Wenz for nearly 60 years
before her death earlier this year.

,AC
HIWARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Courl Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Ship passenger's nose
bitten off, reattached
LONG BEACH, Calif.(AP) —
A cruise passenger's nose was
bitten off during a barroom fight
at sea, but doctors were able to
reattach it.
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MID-WEEK SALE
STOREWIDE

Mrs. Donna Baucum
Graveside services for Mrs. Donna Baucum will be Wednesday at 3
p.m. at Hicks Cemetery in Calloway County.
Sisco Funeral Home, Springdale, Ark., and J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home of Murray are in charge of arrangements. No local visitation is
scheduled.
Mrs. Baucum, 89, Springdale, Ark., formerly of Murray, died Saturday, Dec. 7, 1996, at Holland Nursing Center, Springdale.
Her husband, W.L. (Bill) Baucum, preceded her in death, Born
March 22, 1907, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
James Hendon and .Zora Knight Hendon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jerre Biggs, Springdale, Ark.;
one brother, Perry Hendon, Murray; four grandchildren, Scott Biggs
and Dee Gee Farrell, Springdale, Cathy Hodges, Venice, Fla., and
Jerre Lynn Irwin, Orlando, Fla.; 11 great-grandchildren.

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Jesse E. Bailey
The funeral for Jesse E. Bailey will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, John Dale and
the Rev. Jim Simmons will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. toda (Tuesday).
Mr. Bailey, 92, Ellis Drive, Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 8, 1996, at
6:47 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Opal Miles Bailey, died July 1, 1976. Born June 14,
1904, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of the late Jim and
Lee Bailey.
Survivors include two sons, Max Bailey and wife; Wanda, Rt. 3,
Murray, and E.M. (Bud) Bailey and wife, Sylvia, Baton Rouge, La.;
six grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

Boone's Laundry
'North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

ALL REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE
MAKING EVERYTHING ON SALE
Sale One Day Only • Wed., Dec. 11, 1996
Sears Owned &
Operated by
Opal Hart
Store Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Special
Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 12-5
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
753-2310

**Winter:
Openings
*
*
For
Infants/Toddlers
(0-24 Months)
— Accredited Home Hospital Equipment

HOLLAND MEDICAL SERVICES
PAP machines,and any other home health equipment you can imagine. Our team
of pharmacists,nurses,technicians,fitters, and registered and certified respiratory
therapists ensure 24-hour service that families and physicians can trust.

Holland Medical Services has served the people of West Kentucky, Southern
Illinois, Southeastern Missouri and Northwestern Tennessee for 12 years.
As a supplier of durable medical equipment, we help patients recover from
illness and injury in the comfort of their homes. We're the folks who provide
simple things like hospital beds, walkers and oxygen equipment, to bring you
relief and aid your recovery.

Holland _Medical is accredited by the Joint Commission on Healthcare
Accreditation, a sign of the highest standard in the health care industry.
Holland Medical: Quality medical equipment, respiratory care, and I.V.
therapy,offered with pride for those who care about their patient and loved ones.

We also offer the latest respiratory and infusion medications, CPAP and Bi-

Child Development Center
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•
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Gale B Combs*" Director
Kathy E
Argit. Director
(502) 753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Call for more info.
(Waiting list available for
preschoolers)

,

PADUCAH

MURRAY

1914 Broadway
502-442-6311
1-800-223-4947

905 Arcadia Circle
753-1465
1-800-227-4125

7;m77
=Holland

Z:.

Medical Equipment

Certified Blue Cross / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment
le Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

Accredited
.........
by the Joint Commissior
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Walker presents lesson
Faustine Walker, president,
presented a lesson on "Personal
Defense for the Mature Woman"
at the November meeting of Pans
Road Homemakers Club held at
Sirloin Stockade.
Mrs. Walker also gave a report
on the Council planning meeting
at Dutch Esscnhaus on Nov. 6.
Announcement was made of the
poinsettia sale.
Reports were given by Peggie
Hicks, secretary -treasurer. Mem-

JO'S DATEBOOK

_

bership dues for 1996-97 were
collected. Club members decided
to give $20 to Western State Hospital instead of gifs for the patients at Christmas.
Dana Hale gave the devotion.
Also present were Clara Burcham, Lyda Sue Collins, Sue
Hall, and Gertrude White.
The club will meet Tuesday.
Dec. 10, for a Christmas potluck
luncheon at the home of Lyda
Sue Collins.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
MMS taking orders of yearbook
Murray Middle School is taking orders for the new Tiger Tra' cks
yearbook now through Tuesday. Dec. 19. Because of many new features, the cost of the yearbook has increased to $10. Students may
choose to have their name engraved ing old on the front cover for an
additional $3. If students wait until January to reserve a yearbook,
the cost will rise to $15. Also, only a limited number of books are
being ordered, and students who do not order in advance rish not
receiving a copy. Questions may be directed to Alexina Charette at
Murray Middle School, 753-5125.
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East Council meeting today
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m. in the teachers' lounge. Agenda
items include committee reports, policy for use of telephone, survey
for parents and staff, and guest input. Patsy Whitesell, principal, invites the public to attend.

Free Gift
Wrapping

Monday-Friday 9:00 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sunday 1-5 p.m.

Southwest meeting Wednesday
Jennifer Dale Brewer
and Thomas John Cain

311ZIOAT'S

Brewer and Cain vows
will be said on Jan. 4

ht0

*

Jennifer Dale Brewer and Thomas John Cain, both of Georgetown,
announce their approaching marriage.
The vows will be said on Saturday, Jan. 4, 1997, at 6:30 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church, Georgetown.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Following their honeymoon, the couple will reside in Georgetown.
Miss Brewer is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. Dean Barrett of Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Brewer of Lexington.
A 1994 graduate of Murray State University, Miss Brewer is currently employed with CBS Personnel Services, Georgetown.
Mr. Cain is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William Cain of Georgetown.
A 1992 graduate dl Eastern Kentucky University at Richmond, he
was a member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity. He is employed by Western Pacific Storage Systems, Georgetown.

r

Winter Savings Event

30% Off
AU Fall and Winter
Merchandise

0

(excluding accessories)
5C4

O
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Now Through Christmas
0
* Free Gift Wrapping *
iffr

Kids Kloset

JA

113 W. Broadway
Mayfield. Hy.
502-247-5313
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'Murray
To:
Peoples
From: Finance
Security

CHRISTMAS CASH!
Let Our Holiday Helpers
Wrap Up Your Holiday Shopping!

Harris Grove Homemakers
Club meets at Ellis Center
Quava Honchul presented a
program on "Self Defense" at the
November meeting of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club held at
Ellis Center.
The devotion was a prayer in
the form of a poem bym Mrs.
Honchul. Reports were given by
Elizabeth Parks, secretary.
Agnes Watson, president, presided. The group voted to send S2
per member for the holiday parties for patients at Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville. Money
was collected for poinsettias sold
by the members.
Anna Lou Jones directed the
recreational period. Ten members
were present.
The club will meet Wednesday,

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us for Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S.

12th St.

753-4461

Dec. 11, at II a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. Each one
should take a gift of SIO value.
The next regular meeting will
be Wednesday, Jan. 8, at Ellis
Center with Gene Wrather and
Martha Wrablick as hostesses.

Ryan baby is
born Nov. 29
Mr. and Mrs. J. David Ryan of
1739 Rob Mason Rd., Murray,
arc the parents of a daughter,
Hannah Noelle Ryan, born on
Friday, Nov. 29, 1996, at 9:27
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
five ounces and measured 19'/:
inches. The mother is the former
Tina Housden. A siste ris Robyn
Nicole Ryan.
Grandparents are Martha Outland, Nick and Betty Ryan, and
the late Ronald Housden, all of
Murray. Great-grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. James Thurmond,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Etheridge, Albert Lee West, and Mrs. Mary
Housden, all of Murray.

Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, Dec. 11, at 3:30 p.m. in the counselor's
meeting fOOM. Agenda items include committee reports, PTO report,
KIR1S Assessment, Extended School Policy, Project Hope, School
Transformation Plan Planning, and Homework policy discussion.
Jim Sloan, principal, invites the public to attend.

MHS Council meeting Thursday

Marilyn Burkeen

• •

With a loan from
Peoples Security Finance
we can get you started
with your Christmas shopping
or help to wrap it up. Give one of
our holiday helpers a call at...

t

.• .

Peoples Security
Finance Co.

Calloway County Support Group for the Blind will meet Thursday. Dec. 12, at 6 p.m. in Annex of'talloway County Public Library, according to Glenda Carroll, secretary.

VFW meeting on Thursday
of Foreign
VFW 6291 Post and Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans
American Legion
the
at
p.m.
7
at
12,
Dec.
Thursday.
meet
will
Wars
members are enHall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Nlurray. All
couraged to to attend.

Faxon Fire District will meet
Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, Dec. 12, at 7 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Building, located at Chapel Road and Highway 94 East.
All area residents are urged to attend.

SCF Camp will meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp #1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet Thursday. Dec. 12, at 7:30 p.m. at Farm Bureau office
building, east side of Courtsquare, Clinton. For more information
call Sandy Forrest, 753-9688.
Bereavement Support Group will meet Thursday, Dec. 12, at 9:30
a.m. in Suite 283-W of Medical Arts Building, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information contact Kathy Culbert R.N. at
762-1485. .

North Committee will meet
Community Service and Support Team of North Elementary
School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday,
Dec. 12, at 3 p.m. at the school. The public is invited.

Lutheran service Wednesday
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a soup supper on Wednesday, Dec. 11, at 11 a.m. The Advent season service will be at 7 p.m.
with the theme being "Amazing Love" (The Song of Mary) with
scripture from Luke 1:46,56. The public is invited to attend.

Santa sponsors needed now
Sponsors are still needed for 118 families who have signed up for
the Santa Project. Families arc being assigned through the Calloway
Family Resource Center at East Elementary, phone 753-3070, or the
Murray Family/Youth Resource Center at 814 Poplar St., phone
759-9592. Those who want to help, but canmot assume sponsorship
may mail tax deductible contributions to the Angel Fund, 1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray. Angel trees throughout the community also
support the Santa Project. Distribution for names beginning with A
to M will be Monday. Dec. 16, and for names beginning with N to Z
will be Tuesday, Dec. 17.

The In,.Daisy

704 N. 12th • Chestnut Hills
753-7474

Holiday Sale
Noit, in Progress thru
Christmas Eve!

Joan Vaas Sportwear

1/2 Plus $4

how

20-50% Off
Starting Wed. Dec. 11
All Christmas Sweaters

SANTA did it!

1/2 Plus $4
Sizes 4-20

FRIT GIFT WRAPPING
\\\ S \\\

\\\ S.4 \\\ S4 \\\

Visa • Mastercard
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Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Thursday, Dec. 12, at 5 p.m. in the school library. Don Hampton, principal, invites the public to attend.

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN B WOMEN
767-0780
Donna Lovett
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Hazel contest planned

H 0L I D A Y

DAY
CAMPS
MURRAY FAMILY YMCA

Hazel Woman's Club will again this year sponsor its Christmas Decorating Contest.
This will be for outside residential decorations only and residents
must live inside the city limits of Hazel.
Judging will take place on Tuesday. Dec. 17. Prizes will be $100
for first place, $50 for second place, and $25 for third place.
For additional information contact Marla Thompson at 492-8424 or
Linda Bennett at 498-8231 after 5 p.m.

23 26 41k
27 30 31

6:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

NORTH ELEMENTARY

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will sponsor
its annual Christmas Judging Contest for the Murray area.
Three categories will be judged: Best Home, Best Business, and
Best Children's Scene. Judging will take place on Monday, Dec. 16,
starting at 5:30 p.m.
For additional information contact Paula Crouse at 759-1703 or
Mary Wells at 753-7923.

Cost: 1st Child $15/Day
2nd Child $10/Day
Pre-Registration is Required • Call 753-4295 for Details

Day Camp Activities Include:

CALENDAR

Dalton Allen
Dunn is born
Mr. and Mrs. George Allen
Dunn of 166 Rolling Acres Ln.,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Dalton Allen Louis Dunn, born
on Monday, Nov. 18, 19%, at
2:21 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 12 ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the forennifer Gilbert Dunn. A sistc is Teara M. Dunn, 23 months.
Grandparents are Darlis Gilbert
and Jerry Ward,'Paris, Tenn., and
Lillian Dunn and the late George
Dunn, Murray. A greatgrandmother is Laura Gargus of
Paris, Tenn.

Wednesday, Dec. 11
Homemakers Club m••1Ings:Pottertown/10:30 a.m./Log Cabin
Restaurant; New Concord/10 a.m.;
South Pleasant Grove/11 a.m. w/Usa
McDougal; Harris Grove/11 a.m./Dutch
Essenhaus.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Blankenship Circle
Christmas party/6:30 p.m.
Northside Baptist Church prayer
meeting/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/6 p.m.;
Parents meeting/Grades 9 & 10/6:30
p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Wonderful
World/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Bible classes/7
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; mission groups, prayer
and business meeting/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARKWOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m.; Session/7:30
p.m.
First Christian Church Bible Study/6
p.m.; Choir/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Pre-School

Games, Field Trips, Arts & Crafts

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Sheppard of 3873 Van Cleave Rd.,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Tandyn Skylar Sheppard, born on
Sunday, Oct. 13, 1996, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
14 ounces and measured 22% inches. The mother is the former
Tammy Barlow. A brother is
Chastin Coby Sheppard.
Grandparents are Ron and Judy
Shoffner, Bill Barlow, Shirley
Sheppard Alexander, and the late
Harold Sheppard.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE

--‘

Cut Off for Financial Assistance Application
is at 5 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 17

Vicky Rae Dickerson
and Kelly Richard Reed

Dickerson and Reed
wedding to be Jan. 4
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Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dickerson of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Vicky Rae Dickerson, to
Kelly Richard Reed, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Reed of Austin,
Texas.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Thomas L. Herron
of Chesterton, Ind., Sarah Herron of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Dickerson of Mountain Home, Ark.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Fred Shaver and Myrtle
Shaver of Athens, Texas, the late Houston B. Reed and Ruby Nell
Reed of Dallas, Texas.
Miss Dickerson, a graduate of Portage High School, Portage, Ind.,
graduated from Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science in
History and Math. She is currently a student at Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas, pursuing a Master's in Divinity of Theology.
Mr. Reed, a graduate of Westlake High School, Austin, Texas, graduated from the University of Texas at Austin with a Bachelor of Arts
in Psychology and English. He is currently a student at Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Fort Worth, pursing a degree in Religious Educational Counseling.
The wedding will be Saturday, Jan, 4, 1997, at 5 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at .the Curris Center at Murray State
University.
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LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!

30%-60%
Off
All 14KT Gold Jewelry
30%-50% Off

All Gemstones & Cultured Pearls

Off
20%-40%
All Diamonds
Off
30%
Sterling Silver

25%
Off
All Fine Watches

Choir and Choristers/5 p.m.; Kids
Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell, Tom Turner
Silent Prayer, Singers Unlimited, Ruth
Wilson potluck at church, Wesleyan
Groupat Dutch Essenhatis/6 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; • Ladies Bible
Study/10:15 a.m.; Fellowship supper/
5:30 p.m.; Intercessory Prayer/6 p.m.;
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Music Makers
III and Young Musicians I Choirs program, Youth Prime Time/6:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting, Bible Study/6:35 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Klub,
Youth, College/Career and Adult Bible
Bible Studies/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/7:30
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.

Sheppard boy
born Oct. 13

20% Off

All Fashion Watches

20% Off

All Jewelry Boxes & Armoires
Sale pnces are OWN" through Decennber 28. 1996 10 KT and 14 KT gold in our assortments
Dimond sale includes only that stivelry where diamonds consiiii• the greatest value Available only
31 JCPenney stores web Fir. Jewelry departments Selection may vary by mom Some merchandise
may not be available al every are I an nem e not available at your nearest JCP•nney SIM we Wla
gladly order Itor you

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Tues., Doc. 10-Thurs. Dec. 12 104; Fri., Dec. 13 9-9:30
SO., Dec. 14 5-9:30 & Sun., Doc. 15 9-9:30

ZETA DEPARTMENT photo

Eddie Fields, right, coach of Lady Racers Basketball Team at Murray
State University, introduced four of his Lady Racer players, pictured,
and talked about their hopes for a winning season for 1996-97 at the
November meeting of the Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Hostesses were Teckla Farrell, Rebecca West, Charlotte Barker, and
Ella Mae Ouertermous. The department will meet Thursday, Dec. 12, at
2 p.m. at the club house. Trudy McFarlane will present a program on
"Christmas Goodies." Hostesses will be Peggy Brown, Mary Wells, Katie Outland and Pauline McCoy.
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TRADE-IN SALE!

GENERAL • MICHELIN

Open Saturdays Until Noon

Holland The Co.

UNIROYAL/
1.111r.(
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31
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Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cash
with Approved Credit

L
,

East Main • 753-5606

0

FIRESTONE • BF GOODRICH
....-7---zogoczawirarmass=scag!fr
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Reif
Urtiluad Way
Reaching Those Who Need Help
Touching Us All

ENGLISH FARMS, INC.
Specialty Foods
Specializing in Chocolates
from Around the World
Sugar-Free Collections Also Available
Stop By Today!
Holiday Hours: M-F 9-6, Sat. 10-4, Sus. 1-3
1001 & Arcadia Streets • Murray • 733-0971 I
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Murray contest planned

Tuesday, Dec. 10
Murray Lions Club Christmas
party/6.30 p.m./Kenlake State Resort
Park.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/6 p.m. potluck supper at Masonic Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.
East Calloway Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Council/5
p.m./teachers' lounge.
Standards/Assessment Committee of
Southwest Elementary School SBDM
Council/3 p.m./cafeteria.
Singles (SOS) meeting/7
p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church. Info/Jane, 489-2406.
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p. m
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4:30 p.m. Christmas
dessert party/board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-5561 or 762-1108.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter meeting/7
p.m./Hardin Library. Info/753-8966.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Westside Baptist Church Women on
Mission 11/7 p.m w/Carolyn Carroll.
First Christian Church CWF Group III
w/Betty McCord/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; Lifestyles Contemporary Issues/6:30 p.m. w/Joetta Kelly;
Louella Beddoe Group w/Martha
Strickland/7 p.m.
Calloway County High School Boys
and Girls teams host basketball games
with Fulton County.
Murray High School Boys basketball
team plays at Heath.
Senior recital by Sara Balduf, soprano, accompanied by Dr. Richard
Scott, piano/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,
FA Center, AASUY.
Wednesday, Dec. 11
Reservations for Murray Christian
Women's Club luncheon Friday due
tonight/753-3999 or 753-2399.
Southwest Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making Counci1/3:30
p.m./counselor's room.
Murray Country Club Ladies' day
Bridge/9:30 a.m. Reservations or
cancellations, 753-8584.
Oaks Country Club Ladies' day
Bridge/9:30 a.m. Info, 753-4517.
Health Express of MCCH/Kroger
Superstore at Murrayay/8:30-11:30
a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Free blood
pressure checks given/11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
(AA)/closed discussion/i1
a.m./American Legion Building.
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
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If it LOOKS like Christmas,
or SMELLS like Christmas,
or SOUNDS like Christmas,
or TASTES like Christmas...
it must be on SALE!

G27304DT 27" Diagonal

Console TV Trade-In Allowance
Up to '200

30% off Holiday Merchandise

Great ReilFeatures Including:

Thursday, Friday & Saturday
December 12th, 13th & 14th

It FEELS
like Christmas
at...

• Stereo Sound
• Remote Control
• 3 Jack Monitor Panel

elicj'ailasse\

"We service our sets."

"
Ali/hen & home
408 S. 12th Si., Murray
7K1-054.5
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Lady Tigers
swarm Flash
in 64-43 win
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Kentucky
takes out
Wright St.
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Wildcat twosome
leads No. 3'Cats
to 90-62 triumph

MURRAY 64, Lone Oak 43

Considering Murray High's
disruptive pressure and deadly
shooting, the girls from Lone Oak
never had a chance Monday
night.
Forcing 16 first-half turnovers
and shooting 14-for-26 from the
field, the Lady Tigers rolled out
to a 22-point halftime lead and
never looked back en route to a
64-43 win.
All five Murray starters scored
in double figures as the Lady Tigers improved their record to 3-1
on the season.
Sophomore Becky Greene led
the Lady Tigers with 13 points
and senior Sara Williams had 12.
"The thing 1 liked best about
the team in the first 12 minutes is
how we played as a team," said
first-year Lady Tiger coach Rechelle Cadwell. "We forced turnovers as a team and we scored
as a team. I stress to the girls that
we don't have any great individuals, but we can he great as a
team."
Junior Jeanne Maddox scored
all 11 of her points in the first 12
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LONE OAK
MURRAY HK1H

4 • 19 — 43
17 It 48 — 94
LONE OAK (43)
Phelps 4, Halstead 5. lAtchell 4 Sanders 7, Aden's 9.
Pace 1. Gifford 1. Stamper 2 TOTALS FO -A 11-38
Three-point 0 FT-A 11-21 Rebounds 19 Record 2-2
MURRAY (114)
Greene 13. Medd°. It. Etanks to. Winans 12. Moneymiter 10, Beane 4. Lawson 2, Beddome 1, Stodiard 1
TOTALS FG 25-45 Three-pont 35 FT -A 11-19 A.
bounds 25 Record 3,1

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Except for several soaring dunks,
it wasn't an artistic success, but
No. 3 Kentucky registered
another blowout.
The Wildcats, hitting five
straight 3-pointers to open the
game, whipped outmanned
Wright State 90-62 in their home
opener Monday night in Rupp
Arena.
"We got out of it what we
wanted to get out of it and that
was a victory," said Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino. "We were
careless but unselfish. There were
a lot of good things off our ball
movement. We didn't play good
defense. But, I'm pleased with
the win."
r-,TEVE PARKERtedger & Times photo
Kentucky (6-1) wasn't nearly
Lady Tiger sophomore Becky Greene reaches in for the steal agains
t a Lone Oak player in the first half of
as
impressive as it was in a 99-65
Murray's 64-43 win over the Lady Flash.
victory over No. 12 Indiana on
Saturday, but it (6-1) still hit 13
of 26 shots front 3-point range,
handed out 27 assists and held a
42-28 rebound advantage to overcome 22 turnovers.
"We didn't play great, but we
got another victory," said Derek
sively," O'Rourke said. "Holding
Anderson, who finished with 19
them to six points in the second
points to share scoring honors
quarter speaks well of our dewith Ron Mercer. "No game is
fense, the way we communicated
going to be flawless. We're going
with each other on the floor. The
to make our mistakes."
main key to tonight was our
Since the season -opening loss
defense."
in overtime (79-71) to Clemson,
Carlisle played somewhat betKentucky's closest game has
ter in the third, but was still outbeen against Purdue (101-87).
scored 16-12 and trailed 60-28
Besides Wright State and Indiana,
heading into the fourth period.
the Wildcats have whipped SyraJessica Norsworthy had two bacuse (87-53), Alaska Anchorage
skets on offensive rebounds while
(104-72) and -C011ege of CharlesJana Herndon added another.
ton (92-65).
A 12-2 surge to open the
Wright State (1-1) went with a
fourth pushed Calloway's advantwo-three zone defense that Kentage to 72-30. Patricia Greer
tucky busted :,wide-open with its
nailed a pair of 3-pointers in the
3-point marksmanship.
quarter as Calloway steamrolled
"We played zone to make
to the 46-point win.
them shoot 3-pointers," said
Cunningham led all scorers
Wright State coach Jim Brown.
with 22 points, including four
"We made them shoot a lot of 3s
3-pointers, while Norsworthy
but they had a good percentage.
added 10 ,points and five offenKentucky did a nice job attacking
sive rebounds. Missy Stubblefield
our zone."
had nine points and Marcie WilWright State (1-1) also shot
liams scored eight. The Lady
well from beyond the arc
Lakers were 34 of 74 from the
(9-of-18), but it couldn't take it
field overall, 6-of-8 from 3-point
inside against the quicker Wildrange and 7-of-12 at the free
cats and shot just 37 percent
throw stripe. Brooke Lencki
overall.
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Callow
ay's
Brook
Lencki
e
drives
agains
Carlisl
t
e's
IN See Page 9
Tara Edging Monday. Lencki had four steals and seven assists in
Calloway's 81-35 win. • See Page 9

Mum

minutes as the Lady Tigers
forced 15 turnovers and led 26-4
with four minutes left in the first
half. Maddox fouled out of the
game in the fourth period but
made her mark on the game, as
well as her coach.
"Jeanne is such a competitor,"
said Cadwell. "She fouled out
and 1 said you can't play as aggressively with four fouls and she
said. 'I want to play aggressive
all the time.'
"You have to love that as a
coach."
Murray jumped out to a 10-2
lead, hitting six of their first nine
shots. Hot shooting allowed the
Lady Tigers to get into their fullcourt press and force Lone Oak
MI See Page 9
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Lady Lakers press Carlisle
Calloway returns
home to blow out
Lady Comets 81-35
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
After opening the season with
three straight games in Illinois,
Calloway County was eager to
return home.
Carlisle, on the other hand,
probably wishes the Lady Lakers
had. stayed in the Land of
Lincoln.
Calloway jumped on Carlisle
from the opening minutes of
Monday's game at Jeffrey Gymnasium, scoring the first nine
points and pouring in 27 in the
first quarter on the way to an
81-35 blowout of the Lady
Comets.
Calloway's pressing defense
overpowered Carlisle early and
the Lady Lakers never trailed in
improving to 4-0 on the year.
"We changed our press after
the Massac tournament because I
wanted to see if we could play
more aggressive defense without
fouling," Calloway coach Peter
O'Rourke said. "So we used a
different press with different people and I think it worked well at
the beginning of the game."
Freshman guard Kiki Cunning-

LADY LAKERS 81, Carlisle 35
CALLOWAY CO
27 44 80 — 91
CARLISLE
10 16 29 — 36
CALLOWAY CO. OH
Cunningham 22, Noraworilly 10, 1.1 Stubblefield 9
Wiliam 8, Ward 7, Greer 6, C Stubblefield 6, Herndon 3. lencki 2. Leek* 2, °Rourke 2. Rogers 2,
Whole 2 TOTALS FO A 34.74 Three-point 6-8
1Cunningharn 4. Gros 21 Fl•A 7 12 Rebounds 41
(Herndon 8) Record 4-0
CARLISLE (35)
lioskins 14. Wiliam' 13. Edcpng 5. King 2. Vinyard 1
TOTALS FG A 12-46 Tbree-posni 2-0 (Edging. Williams) FT-A 91B Rebounds 24

ham canned three 3-point baskets
in the opening quarter as Calloway opened a 27-10 lead.
"Kiki did an excellent job, and
the whole team played well
together to get 27 in the first
quarter," O'Rourke said. "We
worked awfully, hard on our new
press, and I don't put anybody in
unless they want to play defense
and try to score."
Evidently, everyone on Calloway's bench was eager to play as
13 players reached the scoring
column and the Lady Lakers recorded 19 steals.
A 10-1 run in the opening minutes of the second quarter
pushed Calloway's lead to 37-11.
The Lady Lakers held Carlisle to
just SIX points in the second
frame, including only one field
goal. Calloway led 44-16 at
halftime.
"Getting 81 points doesn't
mean anything to me because you
have to stop the other team, and
we're trying to improve &fen-

Holiday
Savings
A Motorola pager is a great gift idea,
and ifs affordable too. Starting as low
as $29.95, you'll get a quality pager,
lifetime maintenance, and FREE voice
mail for 30 days! This offer ends soon,
so avoid the holiday rush and get
yours today! Activation required
, 'Supplies are limited, upgrades available
Hemember, USA Mobile is your Mdtorola paw headquarters offering
the
Motorola Bravo FIXThipeger with the most advanced technology In paging

call 800-411-1872
111 Art

NIB

By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
The Oakland Raiders reversed
years of constant failure against
the Kansas City Chiefs by beating them at their own game.
Jeff Hostetler threw for three
touchdowns and Napoleon
Kaufman ran for 109 yards,
helping the Raiders turn around
a onesidcd rivalry and rejuvenate their playoff hopes with a
26-7 win over the Chiefs on
Monday night.
"I guess they were due for a
win," Kansas City safety Mark
Collins said. "Unfortunately, it

came late in the season. This
loss hurts because we didn't
play well."
"It wasn't much of a rivalry
in recent years, the way they
beat us," Raiders defensive end
Pat Swilling said. "We're on a
quest now, trying to get into the
playoffs." The Chiefs (9-5) blew a
chance to clinch a postseason
berth and saw their record of
success against the Raiders
(7-7) — Kansas City had won
13 of the previous 14 games,
including the last seven straight
— come to a halt.
"It feels good because it was

CASH FOR HOME OWNERS
CREDIT PROBLEMS UNDERSTOOD
No Application Fee
Borrow:
For Only.
$10,000
$95/mo.
$25,000
$239/mo.
$40,000
$382/mo.
Rates 800-669-89,57
Capital Seekers, Inc.

Fixed
1116 ill 10•11,1.

•••011•••••••••••••,.....
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Raiders dominate Kansas City 26-7

8 75 APR 180 months
2475 West Park Drive • 1/2 mile past Kentucky Oaks

into three
three pos.
"For du
the press
"Usually,
able to we
but we w
fense on
tonight."
Lone 0
11-of-38 f
11-of-21 f
Kim Adan
with nine
Trailing
Oak used

---1
1
i

the Chiefs and they dominated
past games close, waiting for
the series," said Raiders corthe Raiders to make a mistake
nerback Albert Lewis, who forthat would cost them the game.
merly played in Kansas City.
During the Chiefs' seven "Anytime you get in a situation
game winning streak, the Raidwhere someone is beating you
ers turned the ball over to Kanand you don't think they
sas City 17 times. Monday
should, you've got to find a
night, the only turnover of the
way to win. We had to play
game belonged to Kansas City,
four quarters. I think this is
and it was the Chiefs making
when the Raiders turn the
the costly mistakes and the
corner.
Raiders playing virtually error"We felt we had to go out
free.
there and keep fighting and beat
"It seemed like they had the
'cm and beat 'cm and beat 'cm
Chiefs' number," said Kansas
until we were absolutely certain
City receiver Scan LaChapelle,
they couldn't get up and win.'
Kansas City typically kept • See Page 9

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
Rd.
400 Industrial
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Sports
BRIEFS

Murray State guard Detail Mayes was selected as the Ohio Valley Conference Newcomer of the Week by the league office Monday.
Mayes, a native of Montgomery, Ala, averaged 25.3 points and 4.7 rebounds a game for the week, including a career-high 28 points in his first
OVC game versus Middle Tennessee. Mayes also scored 27 points in the
Racers' win over Alcorn State.
I'm really proud of Delon, said coach Mark Gottfried. 'He is really playing
well right now. He's playing with a great deal of energy and he's been shooting the ball tremendously."
For the week, Mayes hit 57.4 percent of his shots from the floor, which
included 9-of- 16 shooting (56.3 percent) from three-point range. He also had
12 assists and four steals for MSU.
The Racers begin a six-game road swing Saturday when they travel to
Jonesboro, Ark, to face Arkansas State.' 1ASU's next home game is scheduled for Jan 11 against Austin Peay.

Racers open indoor track season
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. — Murray State's track and field team debuted
this past weekend at Middle Tennessee State, and the men tied with Tennessee State for second place with the women finishing fifth in the first indoor
track meet of the season for the Racers.
Last year's indoor track athlete of the year, Jason McKinney, looks to be on
the way in defending his title as he finished first in the mile run. Also finishing
well for the Racers was junior Shawn Edmondson, who won the pole vault
event with a height of 13 feet
On the women's side, sophomore Ashley Lubbehusen had the best finish
for MSU, placing third in the mile run.
Murray State will take a break through the holidays and will be in action in
the new year, participating in the Southern Illinois Invite in Carbondale, III ,
Jan 11.

Darrell Foster and Enc Villaflor each scored double figures to lead Murray
Middle School's eighth grade boys to a 53-28 win over North Marshall
Monday.
Foster had 15 to lead all scorers and Villaflor chipped in 13 Gwen
McCutcheon finished with eight, Anthony Cogdell seven and Kwen Trice five.
Will Vince added three and Bobby Smith chipped in two.
Murray (1-2) will host South Marshall on Thursday in an eighth grade
doubleheader.

MMS Lady Tigers fall at North Marshall
Murray Middle's eighth grade girls got eight points from Whitney Alexander
but fell 35-17 Monday to North Marshall.
Murray (1-2) also got three points each from Erica Trenholm and Delanda
Olive, as well as two points from Ashley Hood and one point from Amy Richerson Hood finished with 10 rebounds and Richerson pulled down eight

added seven assists and Calloway
outrebounded Carlisle 41-24.
Ember Hoskins led Carlisle
with 14 points while Crystal Williams added 13. The Lady Comets shot 12 of 46 overall, 2-of-9
from 3-point range and 9-of-18 at
the free throw line.
"We've been working hard,
and I was pleased with the way
the whole team played,"
O'Rourke said. "I like to be able
to go to the bench to keep people
fresh, and it paid off."
Calloway is back in action tonight, hosting Fulton County at 6
as part of a girls/boys
doubleheader.
*Calloway won the junior varsity game 39-13. Bethany
O'Rourke led the Lady Lakers
with 10 points while Tiffany Lassiter added eight.

'VCR Plus. OnScreen Programming
•10 Min Power Backup
.4 Head Video System
'Auto Clock Set
'Sew Motion
*Auto Digital Tracking

"I don't think a day goes by
that I don't think about coach
Bryant," Dubose said. "He
!aught us a lot about football and
he taught us a lot about life. I'm
a better person today because of
him. I wish he was here so I
could say thank you."

• New Surf's Up Favorite
Channel Selection t
• New SoundRite'Volume
Control
• New ICON Trilingual On
Screen Menu Displays

FROM PAGE 8
who caught Rich Gannon's only
scoring pass, a 12-yarder in the
fourth quarter after the Raiders
led 26-0.
"We couldn't get anything
going. Normally, the Raiders
give up the ball and normally
they give up big plays. They
didn't do it today. They took it
to us."
Gannon, who replaced Steve

Bono as Kansas City's starting
quarterback two games ago,
was just 12-of-33 for 88 yards
and was called for a safety on
an intentional grounding penalty in the end zone.
Hostetler, who was 13-of-27
for 150 yards, had scoring passes of 34 yards to Tim Brown,
23 yards to Derrick Fenner and
1 yard to Andrew Glover. Cole
Ford added a 43-yard field goal.

• Optional Custom Stand
available (KDY727DT)

11.

4 Head HI-Fl VCR
With VCR Plus+°
Model VR4256HF
'VCR Plus," OnScreen Programming
•10 lodin. Power Backup
-4 Head Video System
'Auto. Clock Set
Slow Motion
•Auto. Digital Tracking

Sponsored By:

III Lady Tigers...
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The Opp, Ala., native will be
the fourth coach in the post-Bear
Bryant era. He said he's looking
forward to his turn in the spotlight after 12 years as an assistant
at Alabama. But he knows his
new job brings with it the high
expectations set by Bryant decades ago.

•Raiders...

Murray Middle boys top N. Marshall 53-28

•Calloway...

his present spot of defensive
coordinator after Alabama's Jan.
1 appearance in the Outback
Bowl. He'll replace Gene Stallings, who announced his retirement Nov. 23.

By EDDIE PELLS
Associated Press Writer
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
No fewer than two dozen former
Alabama players were on hand to
see one of their own, former defensive lineman Mike Dubose,
accept the Crimson Tide head
coaching job.
The audience for Monday's announcement by athletic director
Bob Bockrath drew a telling picture of the Crimson Tide heritage
and its role in keeping Alabama's
rich football tradition alive.
"He understands that Alabama
is a huge family and the head
coach is the patriarch who sets
the standards he wants the team
to go by," said John Croyle, a
former Crimson Tide defensive
end and Dubose's teammate from
1972-73.
Dubose, 43, will move up from

Mayes named OVC Newcomer of Week

into three turnovers on their first
three possessions.
"For the first time this scason
the press worked," said Cadwell.
"Usually, the other team has been
able to work the press against us,
but we worked on our press offense on Sunday and it showed
tonight."
Lone Oak (2-2) was a woeful
11-of-38 from the field and only
11-of-21 from the free throw line.
Kim Adams led the Lady Flash
with nine points.
Trailing 31-9 at halftime, Lone
Oak used a modest 8-5 run at the

9

New Alabama coach
comes from 'family'

4.
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start of the second half to pull
within 36-17, but the Lady Tigers
countered with a 12-2 run at the
end of the third quarter to take a
commanding 48-19 lead into the
fourth.
"I'm not happy with the way
we got content at the end of the
first half," said Cadwell. "We
played hard the first 12 minutes
of the game and then looked up
and saw the score.
"I told the girls at halftime that
they'd make a run at the beginning of the third quarter. If we
handle their run we'd win the
game."
Dea Banks and Missy Moneymaker each scored 10 points for
the well-balanced Lady Tigers.
Murray outrebounded Lone
Oak 25-19. Murray was 3-of-5
from 3-point range with Greene
/killing a pair and Williams sinking one.
Murray hosts Carlisle County
Thursday night in a boys'-girls'
doubleheader.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • UFE

Tucker TV Sales 8 Service

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

NBA STANDINGS

753-8355

Peelle Division
16 6 727
15 7 682
12 S 600 3
7 13 350
7 13 350
7 13 350
4 14 222 10
Monday's Games
Seat% 118. PtiladoPha 94
Chancels 107, Vancarvar 91
Tuesday's GYMS
Golden State at Toronto. 6 p m
Washington at New York, 630 p m
Darns/ at Atlanta. 630 pm
Mani at Cleveland. 630 pm
Houston at Minnesota. 7 pm
Detroit at Milwaukos, 720 p m
at Utah. 6 pm
San Antonio at Phoenix. 6 pm
Orlando at Portland, 9 pm
Dallas at L A Clippors, 9 30 p m
L A Leiters at Sacramento. 930 p m
Wednesday's Games
Toronto at Boston, 6 pm
SWIM at New Jersey, 630 p m.
Cleveland at Washington. 6 30 p m
Denver at Charlotte. 630 p.m
Marl at Philadelphia. 7 pm
lAnnosota at Chicago, 730 pm
Indiana al L A Lake's. 930 p m

Sean*
LA Leiters
Portland
Donlan Slat.
IA Clews
Sacramento
Phoenix

AN Timm CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Diviaion
W L
Pei GB
Mani
15 5 750
Now Yon'
12 6 667 2
Ons ndo
8 8 500 5
Wastirptcn
7 10 412 6'4
Ptiladolphia
7 12 368 7,
4
NOW Jersey
4 II 267 8:4
&Won
4 14 222 10
Central Division
Chicago
17 3 850
Ortiroll
15 3 833 1
Clivoland
12 6 667 4
Atlanta
11 8 .579 5,4
Mlivaukse
10 8 556 6
Charion•
10 9 .526 6'4
Indiana
9 471
7'4
Toronto
7 12 368
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
I. Pet OS
HouirMin
17 2 814 —
Utah
16 2 1189
Dales
7 11 389 9'4
IlAnnssota
7 12 MS 10
Denver
5 15 250 12'4
San Antonio
3 15 167 134
Vancouver
3 18 143 IS

uc tun rctiri
Open Monday-Saturday
Serving Mexican Food and
Deli Sandwiches from

25 t
REASONS
TO SEE US NOW
Thanks To A Special Allocation(From Santa) We Have
The Best Inventory Of These Hard-To-Find Units in Our
History. Shop Early For The Best Selection,

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
2WD
2WD
2WD
2WD
2WD
2WD
2WD
2WD
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4

RAM 1500 SLT SWB
RAM 1500 SLT SWB
RAM 1500 SPORT SWB
RAM 1500 SLT SWB
RAM 1500 SLT LWB
RAM 1500 SLT CLUB
RAM 1500 SLT CLUB
RAM 3500 DUALLY CLUB
RAM 1500 SLT SWB
RAM 1500 SLT SWB
RAM 1500 SLT SWB
RAM 1500 SLT SWB
RAM 1500 SLT SWB
RAM 1500 SLT SWB
RAM 1500 SPORT SWB
RAM 1500 SPORT SWB

11:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

II Kentucky...

Bar Hours: 11:00 a.m. - Midnight

EMERALD
BRIGHT JADE
EMERALD
BLACK
MOSS/DRIFT
EMERALD/DRIFT
FLAME RED
FLAME RED
RADIANT RED
WHITE
RADIANT RED
EMERALD
FLAME RED
WHITE
WHITE
BLACK

IN SCHEDULE FOR PRODUCTION IN DECEMBER
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.P Live Music oil
cry Saturday Night at 9:30

Mercer and Anthony Epps each
hit two 3s and Anderson made
one as Kentucky jumped to a
17-5 lead in the opening five minutes and never looked back on
its outmanned Midwestern Collegiate Conference foe.
Kentucky built a 56-29 halftime lead, scoring 20 points off
Wright State's 16 turnovers.
Wright State's Rob Welch hit
two 3-pointers to start the second
half, both coming off Kentucky
turnovers, to slice the margin to
56-35. But the Raiders could
never get closer than 19 points,
the last time at 63-44 on Welch's
3 with 13:54 to go.
Pitino thought his players put
on a little too much showmanship
in the second half, especially
alley-oop dunks from Mercer and
Anderson.
"I keep telling them not to
perform and to just play hard —
that's what gets the crowd into
the game," Pitino said.

2WD
2WD
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4

Sorry No Minors After 9:311

Pressed for time at lunch...call your order in ahead.

Call Now for Christmas Parties.
Back room available on a limited basis for
lunches and group meetings.

RAM 1500 SLT CLUB
RAM 1500 SLT CLUB
RAM 1500 SLT CLUB
RAM 1500 SLT CLUB
RAM 1500 SPORT CLUB
RAM 1500 SLT CLUB
RAM 1500 SLT CLUB
RAM 1500 SPORT CLUB
RAM 3500 SLT CLUB

BLACK
WHITE
BLACK
FLAME RED
FLAME RED
RADIANT RED/DRIFT
BLACK/DRIFT
WHITE
FLAME RED

Home of the Original Bean Roll.

Cain's*

Also featuring enchiladas, chiles, tamales, black beans, taco salad...

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles south of the Racer Inn of Murray
Puryear, Tennessee
901-247-5798

Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodo-Asp-Eagle

<3,4

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
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See & Sew

Murray State University basketball player Aaron Page talks with a group
of Murray Middle School students

Marcl Crittendon, a student in Rita Robinson's class at Southwest
Elementary, and her dad Joe Crittendon share their race car with
Marcl's classmates.

Ricky Walls, an EMT at the Murray Fire Department, demonstrates the
basic steps for rescue breathing, CPR and the Helmlich maneuver to
Mrs. Scott's seventh grade practical living students at Calloway Middle
School.
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Students in Michelle Wheeler's class at Murray Elementary enjoy studying about the first Thanksgiving.

As part of a study on fire prevention, Smokey the Bear and Forest Ranger Ron Talent talk to North Calloway Elementary students about fire
prevention.

Sergeant Paul Bennett paid a visit to Mrs. Scott's sixth and seventh
grade classes at Calloway Middle School to talk with students about
career opportunities in the U.S. Army.

Students In Glen Arterburn's class at Murray Elementary work hard and
enjoy the center In art class.

Mary Ann Medlock, owner of Vintage Rose, tells Calloway County High
School Students about the different types of dinnerware.

Students in Lashiee Fosters class at Murray Elementary work on their
stories.

North Elementary primary students in Tammie Crouch's class display
their vests. The students are learning avout Mr. V and his violet, velvet
vest.
l'it tures for this page were submitted by the administratke staffs of the NIurray
Independent School District and the Calloscay County Schools and edited by the stall of
the Ledger & Titnes. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approsimate ratio tof students In each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (7534363) tor the
Callooay County Public Schools (753-3033).

(Side) East Calloway Elementary
students from all grade levels
learn that Mrs. Whitesell Is
"hands-on" about wearing a Western Desert King snake as a necklace. (Top) A group of students
spend time playing with a snake.
Pictured (from left) are Nancy
Robertson, Joshua Cornett, Tasha
Edmonson, Adam Renfro, Derek
Walker, Bryan Galloway and Cory
Underhill.

(Left) Kody Stevens shares a glass of apple cider with Is dad, Wayne, at
the "Apple Blossom Party" held at the Calloway County Preschool Center Sept. 27. (Right) Matthew Childress enjoys refreshments with his
mom, Lorl, during the "Apple Blossom Party."
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Room To GROW

Eyecare
Specialties

PRESCH001_

READMORE School
BOOK-N-CARD
Supply
Check List
0 Dictionaries

Dr. Kevin M. Adams

Year Round Program

Learning
Through

T he

4k1
4 at it' 11
From my family to yours, we're
wishing you all a healthy and
happy holiday season.

World .15

Give the Gift of Sight...
Gift Certificates Available

Our

Ploy

Playground
tt:f, •4.•

Serving Ages a through 5
la05 B Center Drive 753-6578
Hours: 730 arn.--5:a0 pin.

CI Cliff Notes
0 Classic Books
0 Educational and Enjoyment
Reading Materials
Li Special Orders
Taken on Most Titles
Not in Stock.

Dal forget to check your Ilst twice!,
[V Eyehealth Exam for Grandpa
./ Glasses for Grandma
./ Contacts for Aunt Suzie
../ Sunglasses for Uncle John

NURSI

Our
have an
pay for.,
would
nursing
Ever)
home if
able to
alternati

CALL U:

Chestnut
Hills

"When Oualliv Counts"
308 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071
759-2500

NURS1
• 1

INS1

753905
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MURRAY LEDGER 44 TIMES

Ledger, Times

Classified

VISA

• TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1996 •

Nodes

All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
ALTERATIONS, Ruth s
See & Sew 753-6981
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon Sat 9 to 5. Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys rnens,
women, children jeans.
sweaters sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
4842243 or 753 6981

University
Heights Apts.
1734 Campbell St.
Accepting bids
for contract labor:
snow removal,
painting, carpet
cleaning &
lawn service.

Call 759-2282
(leave message)

LET me bake the cup cakes
for your childs school
Christmas party $4 50/clz
753 7773

199() \11-.1)1CAla.
INFORNIATION
Nledicare wpplement
in SWAM-C. I% 110%•
standar'/Ad In 10
plans and WC IA rite:
All I()
111•• pan A deJmill,1,.
, Of sour
111,11f411Ce.

JULIO pa) has been
ins teased to 57 ih in
199h
I.or more intormation
call
f1IcC()NNF,1L
INSURANCE
AC EN('Y
753-4199
or iLlaierieide
14M-455-4199
'our

Llth

year

PART time experienced
waitress Must have outgo
ing personality & be very
motivated Apply in person
LOST 2 brown treeing at Pam's, 410 Main St,
Feist dogs 1 female with 1 Mon-Fri, 2pm 4pm No
eye missing 1 male with phone calls please
dark stripe down his back
Childs pet If found please PART time. Full time posi
Don available Apply in percall 436 2501
son All In One Sewing
LOST in Coldwater area. Center, 95 Chestnut St
silver male poodle answers
to 'Lewie" Reward' PART time/ full time posi
Dons available Apply In
489 6081
person Henton & Sons'
Cash & Carry, 621 S 4th St,
060
Murray, KY 42071 Next to
Help
D & T Foods
Wanted
FOUND dog with chain
15th & Vine area
759-5134

of str.o.t.

SONIC of Murray is now
hiring for day shift Apply in
person at 217 S 12th St No
phone calls please

AVON $7 $15/hour, corn
mission Its E Z No door to
door No minimum order
Benefits/bonuses
1 800 SELL AVON Ind/
Sales/Rep Earn cash
767-0779

COLORTYME now accept
mg applications for delivery
specialists Competetive
wages Come join our team
at 408 N 12th St No phone
calls please EOE
EARN $1,00C weekly stuffing envelopes at home
Start now No experience
Free supplies, info No obligation Send LSASE to
ACE. dept 1209 Box 5137,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
EXPERIENCED carpenter
in custom framing & finishing Must be ambitious
502-436-2766
Apply at
HELP wanted
Essenhaus
Dutch
Cafeteria 753-2334
LPN for busy gastroenterology practice, excellent ben
efits & pleasant working
atmosphere Drop off or
mail resume to Dr Monte
Finch, 719 Elm St

LP Gas Refills
B&B Brokers, Inc.

RAINBOW Vacuums New
used, rebuilt repossessed
Also Repair & Supplies
502-759 2454

2 OR 3BR gas or electric
central hia Edge of city
limits 753 5209

--I

120
Computers

He's over the HILL...
Who is it? Who is it?
It's good ORO PHIL
Happy 401h

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE
At

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray On The
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
Free Delivery

tracts 502-753-2533

753-4566

WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867

GO carts and mini bikes by
Manco Ideal Christmas
gifts Now at Lambs Small
Engine, 101 Industrial Rd
753-2925
JENNY Linn white
babybed, excellent condition 759 4801

1870 CENSUS Calloway
County Fully indexed
$15 00 +$2 00 s/h
753-5797, Patricia Williams, PO Box 656, Murray
1995 & 1996 HOLIDAY
Barbies 489 2626
1996 HOLIDAY Barbie
Sega with 5 extra games
and two control pads Very
elegant full length red se
gums Christmas or prom
dress Call 759-9362
2 CEMETARY plots in Mur
ray Memorial Gardens Call
759-2174 after 5

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

2 GLASS commercial
doors, frames & all
5125/ea or 5230/both
442-9104 days. 753-5281
evenings

753-4199 Or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

2 WESTERN dusters 1
adult, 1 youth 1 womans
leather & tweed coat Call
753 1392

••• ••••••••••••. •••••—••••.,

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale Call
759-5805 between
Elam 8pm

MOBILE home spaces
Call Edwina at Grey's Prop
eroes 759 2001 Available
now
WIDE lot in recently built
mobile home court Water
sewer, trash pickup turn
ished Newer models only
$90/mo 753 7953

Musical
EPIPHONE PR-GE acous
tic w/electronics red,
flamed top, wihardshell
case, exc cond $750
Crate 40 watt amp with
reverb & chorus, $175 Call
759-9901

STORAGE building tor rent
across street MSU. 20'X24
with overhead door Call for
more into Rogers Enter
prises 753 5140

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

240

DON'T WEIGHT to make
your New Year's RESOLUTION Lose weight now &
keep it off' Call by Decern
ber 31st & receive a 15%
discount 1 800 310 3914

Apartments
For Rent
1BR duplex apt 505 Vine
Gas heat 492 8225

260
T.V.
Radio
25" MAGNAVOX N walnu
cabinet, $100 2 Sony dual
speaker cd radio, cassette
stereos, $75 each Call
753-1392
25" ZENITH color console
N 759-4648, after 5pm
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
10X60 MOBILE home on
two wooded lots East o
New Concord '4 mile from
Cal
$6,000
lake
436-2551, after 6pm

2BR apartment in North
wood $315/mo 759 4406
2BR duplex, economical
heat pump, all appliances
furnished, carport, outside
storage No pets, deposit
required Call 753-7947

1650SQ ft doublewide on
245 acres 3br, 2 bath, al'h
miles North of Murray
$63,000 759-2310

14X70 2br, 2 bath, 3 miles
from town 753-1940,after
5pm

1SS

Appilintes
FRIGIDAIRE stackable
washer & dryer, $250 Call
after 5pm, 759-5273/
559-1871
NEW GE 22 cubic foot refrigerator. white Still in the
box $875 759-5411

2BR duplex w'carport,
stove & refrigerator Available immediately 5400mo
plus deposit No pets
753-0521, days

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 3BR apartments Mur Cal Apart
ments 902 Northwood Or,
Murray, KY 759 4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
BRAND new, 2br, 14 bath
townhouse appliances
plus w/d furnished $500
per month tyr lease lmo
deposit No pets Call
753 2905 or 753-7536

753-7728

•

(Skirting)

White

14x70 - 24" Avg Height $305
Complete Material

FOUR STAR
Mobile Home Parts & Service
492-8488
••-••,••,•; .1•' •

a •
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•
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Job requirements include
- Minimum 3 years in 4,'R
Expenence with investigation and recovery of
rnanutallurer deductions
- Excellent oral and written communication skills
- Spreadsheet. WP and database experience
Competitive salary and benefits package
Fax resume and salary requirements to
Intornal Audit Bureau
1-800-337-5476
We are ar Equal (apoiturary Fmk"w

Immediate Opening:
Mechanic (experienced)
Must Have Own Tools
Position Has Excellent
Benefits:
-Paid insurance, vacation &
holidays, uniform furnished.
Apply In Person at

Midway Nissan Serv. Dept.

EXTRA nice 5br. 2'4 bath
with jacuzzi, central ha.
large den with fireplace in
ground swimming pool
S850/nio Call 753 5870

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

&

*** ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE *••
National Financial Service Firm seeks AR Collection
Specialist experienced in retail deductions tor immediate, full time auditing position in the Murray area

4BR & 2br house with gas
heat in Murray Lease &
deposit required
753 4109

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995

Grey. Tan 8 Beige

FALL SALE — FALL SALE

3br home in excellent
neighborhood, newly re
modeled, large outbuilding
central h/a, large fenced in
backyard Available Janu
ary 1st, 1997 $650 per
month with lyr lease Con
tact Rich at Kopperud Re
ally, 753 1222

Only $6 A Week!

• •

Mineral Walls Ave. • Paris
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LIFETIME WARRANTY

3BR brick house, gas heat.
carport. 2 outside storage
real
buildings, locate
Sis
close to camp
Is
hwasher, w/d
Re
posal big
yr lease
ally nice
ble mid De
requ
411 753 7653 or
c.e
02 to set up
75
appointment

Dial-A -Service is a handy clip-out
section running each Monday in
the classifieds You get a 2x1
display ad, regularly priced at
$12.00, for

•••••••••••••--••••••••••

•

* UNDERPINNING *

2BR house within short dis
lance of MSU W/D hoo
•od
kup Quiet ne ..
Small pet,
• refer
Lease
Available
1997 $350 per
Jan
moni 753 4199

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

•
t

I I I 1111 11)111h of
( on,iird K1
— "

Doing it right the first time costs
lees than doing it over
First Quality carpot, hardwood, tii• & vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
•.•
Jim Knight Sows I Installation
Jay Knight
•
Mitch Knight

2BR in Hazel, deposit &
lease required 492 5526
after 7pm

down payment!

••

Opot
Arc& -Sat. 1144
436-5012

a
ilCilig4/435
1 ARPET & FLOOR COVERING
47
4t

2BR brick Hwy 121,1 mile
past Graves County line
Appliances central hia No
pets References & lease
required $375 489 2440
leave message

160

SALE' New shipments
have arrived' Save on all
recliners, rockers, living
room, dining room, bedroom suites & bedding for
Christmas Carraway Furniture, 105 N 3rd
753-1502

(Iii I OA 1

2BR. 2 bath, very nice brick
in good neighborhood
Central ha. 2 car garage,
$550 No pets Coleman
RE, 753 9898

2BR nice duplex central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

Towers. antennas. rotors & amplifiers. We install,
repair & sell quality Channel Master parts. 40'
tower, antenna, rotor, amplifier & coax run for 1
TV 5650.00. 18- Echostar satellite system wit yr
of America's top 40 programming +30 CD
channels(A S300 value)only $499! After 1st year,
keep 40 channels for $19.99 or pick 10 channels
for $10 per month. Financing available with no

not be du$250 436-5400

AKC Sheltie puppies
champion sired $200
247 8059 atter 4 30prn
weekdays

painting & woodwork.

2BR 1 bath farm house
Central gas heat $400/mo.
6mo lease Imo deposit
No pets 753-2905 or
753 7536

Beasley Antenna Service
901-642-4077

GORGEOUS
Meissman
se

AKC Golden Retriever pup
pies $150 247 8059 after
4 30 weekdays

•

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

•

Kentucky made crafts, antiques, floral &
herb arrangements.
Lay-away, gift certificates
Custom orders taken on decorative

1614 OLIVE gas heat all
utilities furnished Coleman
RE 753 9898

2BR duplex. 2 full baths
garage No pets Available
Jan 1st Deposit & 1yr
lease More info Rogers
Enterprises. 753-5140

1979 ALAMO 12X52 good
condition Asking $3,500
obo 437-4789

DOUBLEWIDE house
trailer 3br with walk-in
closets Huge Irving room &
fireplace House roofing &
siding, central h/a Must be
moved 753-9274

ACCEPTING reservation
on Mini Collies P00101,1
Mini Greyhounds
mans
Wolf Cubs pot belly pigs &
rabbits 436 2953

Miles South of Murray to
Hwy 64.1 1
,
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yard,

16x80, 1994 ATLANTIC
very nice on rental lot
759 9600

1991 16 X 74 FLEET
WOOD, very nice 3br, 2
bath, w/d, dishwasher, linen closet Located in Fox
Meadows Call after 5pm,
759-2510

•

t4.iiJ hi

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath with
garage, appliances turn
ished. $550/mo One
month deposit, one year
lease No pets 753 2905 or
753 7536

28R. 1 bath, 1 block to
MSU spacious, cute Ap
pliances included
$3451mo Lease, deposit
753-8734

,
L',/ • it+) Appm.ckaled

,•

ON Ky lake, 2 adjoining
cabin apartments turn
ished 20 min from Murray
$400/mo. utilities included,
1 or 2 people in each
436 5099

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109

(502)743-4445

HORSE BEDDING Baled
kiln dried wood shaving
approx 70Ib bales $3 25
picked up For delivery in AKC Springer Spaniel te
formation call day male 3 , yrs old, gentle
573 649 5330 evening spirited $100 oho
492 8446
573 683 6243

NICE, dean 2br No pets
641 South 492 8634

1BR new apartment avail
able now on Diuguid Dr
Appliances furnished in
chiding w/d. $325/mo No
Coleman RE
pets
753-9898

Mosier caniVisa &ceased

HAY for sale. $1 751 bale
436 5950

NICE 2br duplex ce tral
re
gas heat & air,
trigerator
up No
was
deposit
0
pt.
7

320

SpEll 199.96
Localad 10 miss East Hwy IM, Moray, KY

30FT horse trailer with
camper a'c, shower stove
awning new paint & floor
$7,000 obo 762 0009

NICE 2br duplex, ap
pliances. central h/a Avail
able 12/15/96 No pets DeCall
posit required
753 2967

753-3853

lieeelleneoue

Tacit gaiore
'fie« shirent of KIR
Georgia **A toots
CAier

Livestock
Supptioe

NEW large 2br, 2 bath apt
Appliances furnished
washer & dryer hook ups
low utilities Near Aurora on
Hwy 68 $425/mo Call
474 2774 or 354 8824

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Christmas Special

170

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Westly Village, 1br
apartment utilities in
duded, rent based on in
come 62 & older, or hand
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8888

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753 8302 or 753 9621

HUDSON'S
WESTERN
STORE

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
753 2905 or
able
753 7536

EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
carport, gas heat, op
pliances, dock Lease, no
pots 710 Sycamore
5500/mo 753 7457

0
COMMERCIAL
storage
VEY
33X51
open' For
he
Rogers En
ter
s. 753 5140

220

•
•

ACRE lot, $75,mo
7536012

Scrim; Ilenr_v de Surrounding Counties Since /989.
Anklet
FOf SaM

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

SKI MACHINE Call after 6
759-9839

WELL-house heaters 450
watt, thermostat controlled
heat, $1899 Wallin Hardware downtown Paris on
the square

150

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
• IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for.care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!

•••-••••-••••••••-•••••• -•••

GAS heaters unvented
12,000 btu, $16299.
18,000 btu $178 99,28,000
btu $18900 Wallin Hardware, downtown Paris on
the square

COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR PING Pong table mens
WINDOWS 95, INTER- medium No Fear leather
NET, MS OFFICE AND jacket & Hot Shot basketOTHERS. CALL HAWK. ball goal 753-7773
INS RESEARCH AT
SEE us for your barn or roof
753-7001 TODAY.
metal Cut to length
IBM compatible all extras
Cover's 36 inches many
753-7787 after 5
colors Economy Metal 8,
Supply Co 489-2722
140
sewing machine
SINGER
Want
yr/cabinet & sewing chair
To Buy
Hardly used 753-0405 af
ANTIQUES by the piece or ter 8pm
collections 753-9433 day
SOLID caked oak TV/
or night
VCR Armoir Paid $1400
ANTIQUES Entire estates sacrifice $650 Matching
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins carved dak table $100
492-8646 days, 753-1418 Brand new XXLG Big
Man's recliner Extra comevenings
fortable, paid $600. sell for
CASH for GI JOE toys, old
$400 Call Peter 759-1600
or new 7537185
SUNOUEST canopy tanCASH paid for good, used ning
bed. 10 bulb, used
rifles shotguns, and pis- very lithe $350 437-4697
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th, THERMOSTATICALLY
Murray
controlled wood stove, 2
heaters
STANDING TIMBER any baseboard
--species, large or small 759-1656

0 my goodness,

Going On

UNLIMITED opportunity for
persons to own their own
home based business Experience in the medical
held not a must but a plus
For appointment call
901 759 2781

—1

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

Now

YOUTH golf clubs includes
3 woods, 3 irons, putter &
Call
$50 set
bag
753-1392

FOR sale 1 Maleta 12"
slide compound mitre saw
w/carbide blade 1 Rol Air
portable compressor 1 7ft
HD fiberglass ladder All
than less than 8mos old
Rarely used, owners manuals & warranties Must
sell Paid $1,400 new, ask
mg $900 767-9539
evenings

&shoos
Opportunity

BHB Firearms has moved
to town. 767 9744 Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies

75 GALLON fish tank with
2dr wooden stand. $250
Manual tredmill $50
759 1192

HOME and office cleaning
New construction daily,
weekly, speaal cleaning
References Ph Valerie
436-5914

100

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

Sport,
ElpArgeoent

GUNS, buy, sell. trade
436-5650

FULL time daycare openings in my home Mon Fri
7am-5pm Call 753-3193

COME see all the changes GREAT location 3br 1
that we taking place here at bath stove refrigerator
Hilldale We now have 2br w d $400/mo plus security
apts available central Nit
No pets 498 8921
lots of closet space carpet
LARGE 3br 3 bath in Mar
ing appliances furnished
family
added security, handicap tin Heights single
subdivision $700 mo
accessible Stop by our of
hce to fill out an application 753 5344
or call 437 4113 for dux
360
lions Office hours Mon
For Rem
Fri 7 30 3 30 Equal Hoes
Or Uses
ing Opportunity TOD,
1 800 545 1833 ext 287
CREEKV1EW Self storage
EXTRA large & extra nice warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
2br duplex 2 hill baths & 2
4081
ces $20 $40 mo 759
4 baths all ap
en
N
furnished
FOR lease 4 200 sq ft
de
Dances.
commeraal space in Toll
20X30' gate Shopping Center Ca
cove
ng in the rear
diz KY Good for one busi
required No ness or two compatible be
pets 753 3018
sinesses 502 522 1304

285

55 GALLON fish aquarium
with all accessories & 2
door wood stand Reduced'
$300 4362794

floor model table saw 15"
floor model drill press Call
Gene Steely. 753-6156

PRIVATE care in my home
for elderly lady Call
443-2578. Paducah

NEED cook immediately for
Calloway Co Jail Mainly
morning hours but will vary
No experience necessary
Please call Carol,
753-3248 afternoons or between hours of 13am-2pm
759-3965

Classifieds
Office Open

E-L Terms

WOO
Homes For Rini

701 South 12th St
753 4389 or 753 1376
Pickup & Delivery
Beer Prices hi Town
Campers R V
20 30 33 40-100 Lb
Bottles FiNed

Uvostock
& SLpptio•

Apartmonts
For Rent

Vacuum
Cleaners

ATTENTION BARBIE
COLLECTORS' Barbies,
070
1996 Valentine 1st Edition.
Domestic
1996 Holiday, 1996 Winter
I Childcare
Fantasy, 1995 Holiday
AFTERNOON childcare in Memories- Hallmark 2nd
my home Southwest Edition. $40-$85 Barbie
school district 767 9491, Ornaments, 94-96 Holiday
Barbies, 1996 Springtime
references
Easter Barbie, 2nd Edition,
CAROLS Cleaning Rea- $30 $45 759-0152 after
sonable rates. bonded
5pm
Please call 753-9351, ask
BASKETBALL cards Ind
for Toni
victual & packages, large
CHILDCARE weekdays selection Cherokee Trad
experience yr/references mg Post 753 9546
SE of Murray, 759-4432
CLEANING houses is my BOOKS,$6/dz, Puzzels '4
business Reliable Call pricel Sega S NES CD's
tapes, movies Buy 3, Get 1
Linda 759 9553
Free' Booktrader, opposite
Mayfield
DO you need someone reli Penneys
able& experienced to dean 251-3233
your house & home Call CLAUSING engine lathe,
753-2443
model 5418 Delta unisaw,

CASTING Movie Extras
Production Trainees Film
Studio 502 329 8040

370

280

Midas
For Sole

Help
Wenesel

VCR
Microwave
Repair

170

150
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MOBILE home lots with
well & &optics Call Edwina

FRESH on the market to
1993 MAZDA MX 3. BluegGated gust outside Gay limits reen. 48xxx moles, air. auto,
at Greys Properties in very desirable Southwest power mirror, good condi
759-2001 or 767 9435
location This neat 2br son Woman driver, 1st
FOR sale 2 male & I Is
home offers all the ameni owner Quick sale wont
make bed dogs 14 months
450
ties including hardwood last long $8 200
old 753-3509
Forme
flooring dining room spa
50 2 76 7 908 3
GREAT pair of Pyrenees
Fa SW
aous sunroom, central Na 502 753 1379
AKC pups mit siw, beaut
new root, large 2 car gar
BUY Land' 106 wooded
itul.
$225/$250
age professional land
acres
Good
building
sites
901 692 3640
also 27 8 acres Easy scaping. located on large
tree covered lot Take ad
Vane
PERSIAN kitten male CFA terms 753 4984
vantage of those low inter
registered. Blue Smoke
1985
Omni, 4dr,
DODGE
est rates 8 take possession
color, larks old Pick of the
4sp, arrvfm cassette $850
of
new
your
home
before
lifter $200 502 382 2743
Christmas Contact Rich at obo Runs great 767 0508
SHELTIES, AKC revs
Kopperud Realty, 1991 APV Lumina
van,
aired ready to go $200 2BF1, 1 bath, carport. gas 753-1222 today 101 your
maroon, 88,XXX miles
502 527 9292
heat, window air unit, three personal showing of Good condition
$6,500
out buildings- 2 with electr- MLS13000833
502-345- 2742
icity, 1 with gas heat. Lo430
LEASE or buy. 3br. 2 bath 1995 FORD Windstar
cated on Irvin Cobb Road,
GL,
Rest
spacious nice brick home 70,XXX miles, perfect conturn at Duncan's Grocery
Estate
on Fairlane Central gas dition Must sell Call
and is the 2nd house on the
heat 8 air lease & deposit 753-1392
ACRE to 3 acres avail right $44,000 Call Chuck
$675/mo or $95 000 ,Jan
able Rockhouse Creek
at 753-1765, leave
1st 489 2741
rail Edwina at 759 2001, message
4415 pager
NEW, 2 story, 4br. 2
•iALEY Appraisals Bob 2YR old home.4 miles from baths Open foyer col
town,
3br.
baths,
2
2
full
car
Haley state certified
umns. tile floors, etc, etc 1983 CHEVY Blazer, autogarage Large lot and lots of City subdivision.
759 4218
Ready to matic, heat & air,
4X4 Call
extras 753-4761
759-2571. 435 4013, 492
sell
8509, after 7 30pm
KoPPERUD Realty has
435-4040
3600SQ
tt
brick
home,
new
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If carpet and paint, upstairs NEW home FOR SALE. 1983 FORD F150,
122,XXX miles, with topwhich includes 3br. 2 bath,
you are thinking of selling
1602 Tabard, Martin
Needs work. $1,250.
o•'tact one of our courte den, formal living & dining Heights, white Cape Cod, per.
759-2320.
wfgas
fireplace
Downs
oirs and professional
3br, 2 baths, dining room,
agents at 753 1222 or stop lairs includes 2br, I bath. open floor plan Double 1984 CHEVY,new 350 rnokitchen,
said
hookup
and
by office at 711 Main St
garage, quality & beauty tor Very good truck,
gas fireplace 1412 Dudley
Call 753-0090
$5,500. Can see in front of
LARGE lot and acreage for Ph after 5pm, 759-9736
K-Man. Call 753-7949, aff.ale near Almo Heights Lot
NICE 3br, 2 bath brick & ter 6:30pm.
acreage 38R. 1 bath, living room, stone house. New central
$ 5 500
$1500 acre No restric kitchen, dining room, utility h/a, new roof, on approx. 1990 GMC Stepside, burroom, double garage
sons Call 436 5099
25 acres iv/mature shade gundy w/burgundy interior,
Large lot. outbuilding
trees, fruit trees & grape loaded, 15" aluminum
WHISPERING Meadows 753 8161 after 430
harbor Out building, 2 bay wheels, 74xxx. SHARP!
t:•utaelyision package deal
&9500 753-4264 after
20 lots at $5,400 each 4BR, 2 bath beautiful older shop & horse barn 5 miles 5pm.
North with extra acreage
;loads cut platted Builder brick home with garage &
ool• li•t this investment fireplace. $90's Coleman available $87,500. Call 1992 SUZUKI Samurai,
753-6855.
a/c. 4wd, rag top, 5sp,
p.iss you by Call Edwina at RE. 753 9898
-irey's Properties. 4BR, 3 bath house with REDUCED to sell. 2br, 1 58,XXX miles, black.
759 :'001, 742 4435 pager fenced in back yard, on bath home. 2 buildings w/ $6.500 Aluminum tool box
Tabard Dr in Martin electricity on 1'/, shady for full-size truck, like new,
Heights Reasonably pr- acres Southwest school $150. 502-355-2263.
435
iced
759-4703 or district Call today 1994 FORD Ranger XLT,
• Lake
753- 7688
Property
251-9816
black, 31,XXX miles, 4cyl,
warranty, arnitm, cd player,
BEAUTIFUL secluded BRAND new garden
excellent condition.
.waterfront lot Year round homes 2 or 3br with 2
753-9731.
water on Ky Lake. $26.250 baths, in the $60's Fenced
Motorcycles
yard & low maintenance
`,02 753 9274
1995 CHEVROLET S-10
Mur Cal Realty. 753-4444 1996 YAMAHA Z 250, Rid- ext
cab, black, custom
wheels. factory lift, Limited
BY Owner: Hwy 121 South, den very little 753-7600
2000 + sq ft. 53 acres in HONDA Shadow, 6xxx Edition, 29xxx miles,
90's For appointment call miles, garage kept, $2500 $16,900 obo. Call
436-2832
obo Call 759-2174 leave 759-5661 after 5pm.
3 HUGE corner lots in Pre- BY owner- 2-3br
1995 CHEVY Stepside.
brick number.
ston Heights, 500 feet from home,
black, very low miles.
city limits AU underground North ofquiet neighborhood
.190
753-7600.
Murray 753 1940
city utilities 753 2339
Used
after 5pm
1995 DODGE Dually SLT,
Cars
ARGE lot 8 acreage for NICE 3br home on extra big
Turbo Diesel, Fully loaded,
:ale near Almo Heights Lot lot Great location to Murray 1979 CHEVY Silvered° all power,
custom wheels.
$5 500 ,
acreage Middle School & hospital pickup. Needs minor repair. running boards, towing
$1500/acre No restric Priced low $60's Call 436-2953
package White with blue
tons Call 436-5099
753-5020
1960 MADZA RX7, runs interior. Excellent condition, 44.xxx miles. Engine
good. $800 obo 762-0009
warranty to 100xxx miles.
19117('kewriika Turbo Sprint -Red,2 dr.,5 sp., whir,
1984 MAZDA GLC, good $20,500 Call 474-8704 afspeed control. casseue, 48,000 actual miles ...31.800
work car, $900 753-1078
ter 6pm
1991. DitYttlita IrtscART - 39,000 miles, sunroof, full
1985 BUICK LeSabre,
posker, blue
$7,900
82,xxx miles. Excellent
510
1993 Wrangler Black, 42,000 miles
$10.500
condition 759-2402.
1994 Wrangler - Black, 38,000 miles
Gown
$11,500
1985 NISSAN Sentra
1994 rbe,y Silserado LWB - White & red, 37,000
$1.100 obo 759-9739
1987 JAYCO 5th wheel
lcu V 8, auto., full power
$14,400
camper,sleeps 6. Full bath,
1985 PONTIAC Sunbird,
? Mang, et 1,000 Wes 100% Romper AA> Sawn Warravy
full kitchen including
1983 Olds 88 Royale, 1979
refrigerator/ freezer, microBuick LaSabre Landau,
wave, gas stove & oven.
2dr Best offer 436-2841
Lots of storage. Good conPottertosin Hwy. • 753-6851
1985 REGAL, niSw tires, dition. Asking $5,500.
Dealer
. new front brakes, needs 759-2310
trans work, $500 31'
ALUMILITE camper
Nto
498-8925
.
mos,Ey or it%
trailer. Permanently set up
1986 JEEP Grand Waggo- on beach front lot at Missneer, 4 wheel drive, dual ing Hills Resort, New Conrange, all accessories with cord Screened in porch.
Bankrupt? Slow Pay? Credit Problem
▪
moonroof White with beige Serious inquires only. Call
geo•
502-658-33
97.
55,500,00
leather interior Asking,
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
Firm.
••••
55,000. Call 753-3131

Call
Bus: 502-753-0834
Fax: 502-753-0816
Wick Buildings...Strong Buildings.

K.B. & ASSOCIATES, INC.

/*Wick
Buildings*

BACKHOE SERVICE
f.

Phone: 502-492-8516
Pager: 742-8516
Booking masonry work for
Dec. thru March

Walters Contracting
753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & insured
Over 20 Years Experience
Roofing, Additions, Vinyl Siding, Decks,
Remodeling

20%

X

I-1 lams

HALEY'S
Ugly Duck
Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

'air •
-1444(78Adaidu•

Central Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

Prestige Homes A
Building quality homes at an affordable
price Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates
We make a difference by being deferent,
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESTIGFil

ANY remodeling, building.
1995 NEON, 4dr, hunterg- painting, roofing. Free estireen. beige interior,$9,500. mates. References.
759 4036 .
136-5008. I

753-5628

CLEANING yards barns
HANDYWORK•odd iobs
sheds, attics garages wanted No lob too small
Hauling Free estimates Just give us a call
Luke Lamb 436 5950
759 1184
COMPLETE residential HEATING Ron Hall Heat
construction New homes ing 8 Cooling We service
acid ons garages 8 remod all mato( brands Complete
sling Free estimates Call installation & unit replace
753 7091
menus 435 4699
CONSTRUCTION 8 HOMETOWN Building
and
REPAIR Free estimates Remodeling
We
it
do
all
Remodeling fencing dock Licensed
Insured to
mg plumbing 8 electrical $300,000
Fred Osborne
489 2832
474 8621
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks 8 fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753 7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
terns, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning" vinyl sid
intl. homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulfts Recovery, Murray.
KY 436-5560.

NETWORK

Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4699

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build

To Your Specifications!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entenainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
1.111 N
A

4111 Si

IN,-.0 ilk 1.4,..zer Pla•tcr)
WALL

DIVISION, ()I SOI I III ItN

SYS ii 515, IN('

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

last

Dr. G
College
State U
Distuis
meeting
ence ed
Lexing
Nell
Dexter
with the
Mr.
will be
Instal
First U
were L
Owens,
Whayne.

ROOFING and painting in
tenor exterior etc 25yrs
experience 10% Discount
SONO( CBIZEKIS MOMIIIng &

Yard Maintenance
474 0107
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or corn
mercial, Serval( Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484

TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED, $35.00 Cable
LAMB 13rther Home Im• jacks added, moved Busiprovements, remodeling, ness telephone systems
additions, roofing, siding, sold and installed Custom
free estimates 436-2269 home electronics sales and
service Murray Telephone
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- and Electronics 753 7567
ING has served Murray for Prompt Reliable Service
25 years All new equipment cleans deep, dries THE Gutter Co Seamless
fast Free Estimates aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, in753-5827
sured Estimate available
LICENSED for electric and 759-4690
gas 435-4358
WOOD VCR- repairing
L&L Kleening Service
VCR's, camcorders, micro
Commercial & Residential waves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5
759-3967 or 474 8340
Free estimates. Visa/MC
MACHINING, moldmalUng
& casting services available. JIRAK CASTING753-4554

Billy
awarded
Award
The S
Sway R
Lillie F
the Pen
Senior
Barkley
In ba
State U
ler Univ
loway
ers beat
46. Hig
Muff to
Butler,
and Hil
Melvi
lor, and
pictured
hunting.

accepted 753-0530
560
Free
Cann

Five
the city

131
WEL.
SURE
ASSET

v.iiiAV Hoh.nd
'I•3 SW'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Friends. favors and new funding

Bunny Broad)

will play. a prominent role in your
happiness. Direct your energies into

Tree Service

1

ATTENI
TION I
1Cooksey
tractirlou
co:Is
r Home Builders
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank

installation, repair, replacemint. 739-1515.

I
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
BUSHHOGGING. box
blade, front end loader, 52"
tiller for garden & yards
Landscaping, yards
mowed & weed eated

Snow removal free estimates Call Gary 753 0912
or Pop 492 8530
CARPET CLEANING

artistic and creative projects. Moving to a new location in February or
March will help you improve the
bottom line. A promotion is likely
by June. Your romanticipariner may
want to make a fresh start. Take
loved ones' needs into consideration
when pondering a job offer. A
reunion could provide answers to a
question that has long troubled you.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: actress Rita Moreno.
novelist Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn.
actress Teri Garr. producer Carlo
Point.
ARIES ;March 21 -April 19):
Analyzing your current position will
help you find ways to improve it.
Pick up on the hists dropped by
family or friends. It is time to make
changes around the house. Instead
of pouting, compromise.
TAURUS ; A'pril 2(1-May 20):
Decide what you want, then go after
it. Although someone repays an old
debt, there could be some strings
attached. Take a romantic disappointment in stride. Your romantic
partner,may -be having a had day.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A
romantic attraction deserves further
thought. Someone may be toying
with your affections. Avoid investing in pie-in-the-sky financial ventures even if close friends promote
them. Keep your money in the bank.
CANCER'(June 2I -July 22):
View a recent event as a learning
experience. Aim high and your
dreams will come true! Trust your
head, not your heart, when making
financial decisions. Someone may
try pulling the wool over your eyes.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An
excellent week to pursue new inter:

sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
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ests. Self-improvement activities are
favored. Meeting a deadline will test
your stamina. Roll up your sleeves
and get busy!
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
conflict between work and pleasure
could drive you crazy. To be on the
safe side, opt for business as usual.
Jump in quickly to take advantage
of a golden financial opportunity.
Invest wisely.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Acting overly independent could irritate
your co-workers or family. Emphasize your willingness to cooperate.
Pouring your energy into worthy
causes will give you a psychological
lift.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
decisive attitude will help you get
your way. Change is healthy for an
alliance in need of rejuvenation.
Show the same good timing in
romance that you display in business. Press your advantage.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Seize-an unexpected opportunity to change someone's impression
of you. Be gracious: extend a friendly hand. Others will admire your
positive approach.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: Protect your assets by going
over accounts on a regular basis.
Your sparkling wit attracts new
admirers. You receive several weekend invitations.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Pay close attention to instructions or
details that could trip you up. Ask
questions if you are unclear about
certain procedures. Try not to let
household problems intrude at work.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
New acquaintances add glamor to
your social life. You may experience
a certain amount of restlessness
now. Working out at the gym or taking long walks will help.

TODAY'S CHILDREN will be eager to lead purposeful, constructive
lives. Serious-minded and ambitious, they are diligent scholars and early .
achievers. A college scholarship is likely! These Sagittarians* tremendous
energy and enthusiasm make them natural leaders. Often their word is law
with family members and friends. Urge them to resist the temptation to be
domineering in their relationships. As parents. they must be careful not to
stifle their offspring's independent spirit!
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Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUN:BURY

I WORK
POST Of
WHEN A

WEDNESDAY.DECEMBER 11, 1996
For your per-small/elf daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phtwie -company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

Custom WobOwarking

•

CAT1

HOROSCOPES

••••••••••

502-4311S-574,4
1.-800-548-5262
Free Estimates LICENSED & LN,SUICED
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Tree Removal
Gutter CJeaning & Owned & Operated
stump Removal
Mulch Hauling
Cleanup Sers•ice
Landscaping
Light Hauling, Etc.
TIM LAMB
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
"Quality
Service'
Tree Spra‘104
Equipment

rw•

PLUMBING repairs
service 436 5255

Dear Editor
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the sponsors of the recent
Great American Smokeout activities held on the Murray State campus.
Students from the American Humanics class YAA 350 adopted the Great
American Smokeout as their class project. They recruited local businesses
to assist with prizes for games,and prizes for those who pledged to quit for
24 hours.
The following businesses were sponsors: Kroger, Wal-Mart, Curves
Fitness Center for Women, YMCA, Victor's Sandwiches, The Clothes
Doctor, Boone's Dry Cleaners, Homeplace Restaurant, Drs. Farmer &
West, American Red Cross, Murray Calloway County Hospital, MSU Food
Services, and MSU Health Services. Without their support, we could not
have had the success that we did.
We had 32 people pledge to quit smoking for a 24 hour period.
Approximately 450 people stopped by our display during the three days of
activities (Nov. 19-21). During the Smokeout, we, provided information
regarding tobacco use for the smoker as well as the non-smoker. We feel the
Smokeout was a huge socea•ss.
Judy Lyle, RN-C
Health Educator & Staff Nurse
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071

mb Brothers

4

Senior
Oilseed

Offered

NHL Letter.of Appreciation

A AMERICAN

APO STANDARD

Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Service - ROY Pet odor removal Free Es
1994 GEO Tracker, 5sp. ANTIQUE retnishing, fur- HILL Septic system, drive- timates LEE'S 753-5827
22xxx miles, black, soft top, niture repair I custom ways, hauling, foundations,
CARPORTS for cars and
$7500 obo Call 759 4100 woodworking. 753-8058.
etc 759-4664.
trucks Speaal
after 5pm

7::''':;...::-4.. .•

-We Service All Major Brands-

e 436-2667
ivins

1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18.000. Great location
for now and the future.
Call 502-435-4487 or 904-673-0040

'

Discount On All Rooting
Nov. thru Feb.

A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Callo1993 MX6 Mazda LS, v 6, way County since 1980
all electric. extra sharp Free estimates 437-3044
$10,500 502 376 5155
or 492-8737
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88 A & A Lawn Care. Leaf
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Royale, 44r, white, power mulching, raking & junk
Factory trained by 3 major
windows, power locks, hauling Tree trimming
manufacturers All work
good condition. 74xxx Mark Lamb 436-5791.
miles, $9500 Call
and parts warranted Ask
ALL around hauling, tree for Andy at The Appliance
474-8704 after 6pm
work, junk dean-up Joe, Works, 753-2455
1993 TAURUS GL, v.6, all 436-2867
power, equipment, like
APPLIANCE REPAIR
new, only 49,XXX miles ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
$89,000 or trade Call foundations, slabs, sidew
Whirlpool 30+ years ex753-7668 days or elks, driveways, buildings. perience
BOBBY
753-4919 nights
remodeling. repairs. AGC HOPPER 436 5848
certified 489-2214
BACKHOE Service small
1994 CHEVY Camaro. V6,
Met Teal Green, auto, ALLEN CONSTRUCTION lobs, driveways, box blade,
power, tilt, cruise, air. CD. building 8 remodeling No rottertilling, snow removal
fm owner, 45xxx miles, job too small. Phone 753 0834 or 759 9835
$13,000 753-7994
753-4873.
BACKHOE

- A Woneeifuf Address -

• +.

1989 JEEP Cherokee, 4dr,
Bests
2wd.6 cyl 4 OL, HD towing
& Moues
pkg Call after 5 & •
weekends, 759 0513
2YR old 24' pontoon
w/115hp outboard, w/
1989 PONTIAC Firebird, anchor
winch, depth finder
80,XXX miles with limited &
trolling motor. $14,000.
warranty, power every- Call
436-5099.
thing, excellent condition
MERCURY 20hp. Evinrude
$3,950 753-0281
15hp & 9.9hp. $300/ea.
767-9822.
1990 PONTIAC transport
van. loaded, white wtgray
530
interior, 47,XXX miles ExServkiis
tra nice 489-2020,
Ottered
489-2525 after 5 30prn
Al Al A TREE SERVICE.
1992 PONTIAC Sunbird stump removal, tree sprayLE. 2dr, gray with red pin ing, hedge trimming, landstriping Super than, great scaping, mulch hauling
&
car 65,XXX miles
mulch spreading, gutter
753-5968 days. 435-4377. deaning. Licensed & innights
sured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tim 1
Lamb
436-5744,
1993 EAGLE Vision, emer 1-800-548-5262..

ald green loaded
527 5294 after 5pm

jrA
t •

.

MERRY CHRISTMAS from
Morns Property Manage- FREE to good home. pupment Get all your home pies 8 kittens. 436-2953
EMERGENCY WATER repairs and improvements FREE to good
home:
REMOVAL LEE'S CAR- done nowt One call does it CHRISTMAS
KITTENS.
PET
CLEANING. all! 759-4599
Will hold until Christmas
753-5827.
Eve 435-4123 evenings
MORRIS Mobile Home
HANDYMAN/ available Movers Licensed 8 In FULL blooded Basset
Carpentry, Painting. Ce sured Local and Out
of Hounds to good home No
ment Tuckpointing Aldo State Moving Phone papers 489-2056
after
Calabrese (502)436 2997 767 9630
5pm

520

7.!

1

SIMMS

ELECTRICAL services by
R&R electric Does your
home/ business need attention? Call us for all your
electrical problems
Murray
762-0001
Cellular 519 1592

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING

AUTO FINANCING

SloNt V Dou s • No \

Masonry
Concrsts
Complete Foundations

Certified Septic installer
Backho• Trucking

FM

•••

Vsbitt Construction

Laser Leveling

Acme oil Rood

•••

R.

5.10
flawless
Mersa

HEY!!!
OWN YOUR OWN WICK BUILDING
FOR AS LITTLE AS $500.00 DOWN
This incentive is for buildings to be erected
between Jan 15, 1997 and Apr 30, 1997

Lawson Motor Sales

Call Doug Clark
' 527-8671 • 800-457-4866
104 W. 5th Street • Benton, KY
Automated Loans
1-800-748-8353 Open 24 Hours
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DOG obedience diltbiei or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
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DEAR ABBY

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

13

TUESDAY, DECEMBER to. 1996

MURRAY LEDGER I TIIAES

DEAR ABBY: When I saw that
DEAR ABBY: As a professional
By The Associated Press
letter from -Worried," whoae hus- who woriui with grieving individuToday is Tuesday. Dec. 10, the 345th day of 1996. There are 21
band picks up hitchhikers, I had to als on•daily basis, I would like to
days left in the year.
writs. He may do it because it offer another opinion to the person
Today's Highlight in History:
makes him feel good, but he should who wrote you advising that food
On Dec. 10, 1906, President Theodore Roosevelt became the first
listen to his wife. Or maybe he brought to grieving people be
American to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, for helping mediate
would rather hear it from me. I've brought in disposable containers or
an end to the Russo-Japanese War.
had firsthand experience.
"garage sale castoffs' rather than in
On this date:
My grandfather was also a kind containers that need to be returned.
In 1520, Martin Luther publicly burned the papal edict demanding
man. One day that kindness led to
Abby, returning the empty conthat he recant, or face excommunication.
tragedy. He had always said if he tainer is the important part. It
In 1817, Mississippi was admitted as the 20th state.
needed a ride, he hoped someone becomes a way for the grieving indiIn 1869, women were granted the right to vote in the Wyoming
would pick him up. One day, he saw
vidual to have contact with the pera young man walking on the high- son who sent the food That subseTerritory.
way "thumbing" a ride. My grandfa- quent contact may be more needed
In 1898, a treaty was signed in Paris officially ending the Spanishther couldn't ignore the man, so he than the food that came in the conAmerican War.
gave him a ride. That was the last tainer.
In 1931, Jane Addams became a co-recipient of the Nobel Peace
ride my grandfather gave anybody.
People who are grieving need
Prize, the first American woman so honored.
He was brutally beaten to death. He contact with others, and this Is a
In 1948, the U.N. General Assembly adopted its Universal Declarawas thrown into a ditch, with only a good way to get it.
tion on Human Rights.
to cover him. His body was
blanket
PAUL V. JOHNSON, DIRECTOR
In 1950, Ralph J. Bunche was presented the Nobel Peace Prize, the
discovered a week later by a bus full
OF AFTERCARE SERVICES,
first black American to receive the award.
of schoolchildren returning from
ST. PAUL, MINN
In 1958, the first domestic passenger jet flight took place in the
spring vacation.
United States as a National Airlines Boeing 707 flew 111 passengers
Because of his age and "good
DEAR MR. JOHNSON: You
from New York to Miami in about 2% hours.
behavior," my grandfather's killer make an excellent point.
In 1964, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. received the Nobel Peace Prize
served only a few years for his
4. a•
during ceremonies in Oslo, Norway.
crime.
In 1967, singer Otis Redding died in the crash of his private plane
"Worried" should ask her husDEAR ABBY: This is in response
in Wisconsin.
band to read this letter. Perhaps to a recent letter in your column
In 1994, advertising executive Thomas Mosser of North Caldwell, then he will realize that someday regarding dental patients who do
my grandfather's story may be his not brush their teeth before their
N.J., was killed by a mail bomb later blamed on the "Unabomber."
own. I know how this hurt our fami- dental appointments
Ten years ago: Human rights advocate and Holocaust survivor Elie
ly. I hope my letter will save anothI can understand the dental
Wiesel accepted the Nobel Peace Prize, saying the honor belonged to
er family from a similar tragedy.
hygienist's chagrin. But I want to
all Nazi death camp survivors and their children.
CONCERNED IN WASHINGTON know what to say to a dentist when
Five years ago: William Kennedy Smith, accused of raping Patricia
he has bad breath. On occasion, my
Bowman, proclaimed his innocence during his trial in West Palm
DEAR CONCERNED: 1, too, dentist could use some mouthwash
Beach, Fla.
'hope your letter will serve as a
— but I just don't know how to tell
One year ago: The first group of U.S. Marines arrived in the Boswarning to other kindhearted him. Do you have any ideas?
nian capital of Sarajevo to join NATO soldiers sent to enforce peace
but misguided souls.
GAGGING IN 01110
in former Yugoslavia.
Never pick up a hitchhiker. If
Today's Birthdays: Actor Harold Gould is 73. Former Agriculture
someone appears stranded on a
DEAR GAGGING: How you
street or highway, the prudent tell people they have bad breath
Secretary Clayton Yeutter is 66. Actor Tim Considine is 55. Pop sinway to lend assistance is to noti- is not a problem. It's whether
ger Chad Stuart (Chad and Jeremy) is 53. Actress-singer Gloria Lorfy the police, sheriff or highway you have the courage to tell
ing is 50.
patrol.
them that could be a problem.
If your relationship with the
DAILY COMICS
CONTRACT BRIDGE
dentist is cordial, you might
smile and say, "What's it going
with the ace. A diamond was then to be — a mint, some mouthEast dealer.
BLON DIE
conceded to thejack,but Eastcashed wash or a mask?" If you've
Neither side vulnerable.
three more hearth to score a two- caught your dentist unaware,
NORTH
WHAT A GREAT O56'
t5 HE
WELCOME TO THE FIRM! I'M
trick set.
A Q 10
THAT NICE ALL THE TIME ?
SURE YOu'LL. 5E A GREAT)
the next question will be,"What
South's undoing came attrick two, do you mean?" to which you can
11,7 4 3
ASSET TO L)5'
when he covered West's queen of respond, "You're about to wilt
• K 10 8 5 2
diamonds with the king. When the me with your dragon's breath."
+K9
• .
queen appeared, he should have reEAST
WEST
*f•N
alized that he could guarantee the
4 42
4 J 9 76 3
'
K 82
J 10 96 5 contract 100 percent by playing low
DR. GOTT
from dummy!
•A J
•Q
If West had the Q-J doubleton, By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
85 3 2
10 7 611
East would have to win the queen
SOUTH
with the ace, establishing dummy's
K 85
DEAR DR. GOTT• Thank you for
remaining diamonds. If West had the common sense expressed in your
•A Q
the A-Q doubleton,the queen would columns, which have been my plea
•9 7 6 4 3
win, but West could not then effec- sure to read for several years. Here is
+AQJ
0
CATHY
tively attack hearts from his side. my problem. Although I am 79 years
The bidding:
This would be equally true if West old, I jog and lift weights every day
South West North
THE ANNUAL HOLIDAY
East
IT I HAVE FOUR HOLIDAY
I WORK U.NT i:ooesi TK
fr I SPEND EVERY LUNCH
had the A-Q-J.
NT
3
CHALLENGE:
Pass
NT
TO
1
TRYING
ALL.
Nonetheless, I've noticed that my
Pass
UP,
COMING
EVENTS
5.00.
HOLD
AT
CLOSES
AN
I
WITH
ON
HOUR
POST OFFICE
Finally,if West had the singleton muscle tone is deteriorating. Would
SMASH A SIZE lb SCHEDULE Opening lead — six of spades.
SCHEDULED DURING PRIME
SOC-OPERATOR. WHEN MI I
WHEN AM I SUPPOSED TO
queen,as in the actual case,no harm human growth hormone or some
INTO A SIZE Z. TIME SLOT.
SHOPPING HOURS. WHEN
SUPPOSED TO OCT ALL THE
BUY CHRISTMAS STAMPS
come from playing low,but the other prescription drug be of any help
EVEN
could
TO
deSUPPOSED
where
HOLIDAY
deals
THINGS
I
AM
many
OTHER
are
.1
There
I DONE THAT I'D NORMALLY
SHOP FOR THE OUTFITS TO
clarer tries to shape his play so that contract might be lost by playing in improving muscle tone?
DEAR READER: First of all, you
WEAR TO THE EVENTS'?
DO DURING LUNCH 77
a particular defender does not gain dummy's king, since this would alto be congratulated on continuing
are
return
and
ace
the lead at a critical time. For ex- low East to take the
studies have
ample, take this case where West a heart before the diamonds were a fitness program. Many
of regular exervalue
the
confirmed
could
threat
every
Thus,
established.
leads a spade against three notrump.
in the elderly. Regular work-outs
When the deal occurred, South be defused by withholding the king, cise
help maintain strength and carwill
Note
helpless.
defense
the
won the spade with the king and, leaving
diovascular performance. improve
since he couldn't make nine tricks that East could not afford to over- your appearance, and make you feel
without attacking diamonds, next take the queen with the ace, as this better.
led a diamond towards dummy. would establish the diamonds.
Despite vigorous exercise, however,
While it's true that the recom- the inexorable consequences of age
West's queen was covered by the
WORSE
FOR
FOR BETTER or
king and ace, whereupon East re- mended play would lose a trick if will still affect your body. These
West had the A-Q doubleton, this is include stiff joints, fatigue, slowly
turned the jack of hearts.
KNoW
AH
SNIFF
very little import. As always, the diminishing strength, and impaired
of
duck
dead
a
now
was
WW
Declarer
DAD!
NOT
WHAT
is to make the contract, and physical ability. You can slow the proobject
pracIn
did.
he
regardless of what
SNIFFAH
2
yo0 SEE?
declarer should take every step nec- gression of these consequences. but
to
losing
queen,
the
finessed
he
tice,
Tl-tfris HOW
SNUFFF
you cannot completely overcome
West's king,and won the next heart essary to achieve that goal.
I KNOW
rviroAvt
because as we age, tissues simthem,
Tomorrow: Reward for good behavior

Tea years ago
rain and cold made city streets
Dr. Gary M. Boggess, dean of slick and dangerous.
College of Sciences at Murray
Steve Knight. son of Mr. and
State University, received the
Mrs. Ed Knight, and Edwin
Distuished Service Award at a Schmidt, son of Mrs. E.G.
meeting of national and state sci- Schmidt, both of Boy Scout
ence education organizations at Troop 77, Jimmy Ramer, son of
Lexington.
the Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Ramer,
Nell Wilson has retired as of Boy Scout Troop 45, and Carl
Dexter Postmaster after 20 years Brown of Benton Boy Scout
with the U.S. Postal Service.
Troop 49 have attained the Eagle
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Wilkerson Scout rank in Boy Scouting.
will be married 50 years Dec. 24.
Births reported include a boy
Installed as new officers of to Van F. Waugh and Linda
First United Methodist Church
Waugh, and a boy to Mr. and
were Lois Sparks, Margaret Mrs. Chester L. Dunn, Dec. 5.
Owens, Inez Jones and Joan
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. MoWhayne.
hundro will be married 50 years
Twenty years ago
Dec. 5.
Billy Dean Bailey has been
Forty years ago
awarded first place in Area 4-H
Novel McReynolds has been
Award of Excellence Program.
named as chief of Murray Police
The Senior Citizens Swing and Department by the Murray City
Sway Rhythm Band, directed by Council.
Lillie Farris, won first place at
Recent births reported at Murthe Pennyrile Area Bicentennial ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
Senior Citizens Day at Lake and Mrs. J.W. Nichols.
Barkley Convention Center.
Mrs. A.O. Woods presented a
In basketball games, Murray program on "Flower Arrangement
State University Racers beat But- in Contrast" at a meeting of Garler University 85 to 71, and Cal- den Department of Murray Woloway County High School Lak- man's Club.
ers beat Livington County 73 to
In high school basketball
46. High team scorers were Mike games, Almo Warriors beat MurMuff for Murray, Jeff Fahn for ray Training Colts, South MarButler, Mike Wells for Calloway. shall Rebels beat Kirksey Eagles,
and Hill for Livingston.
and Lynn Grove Wildcats beat
Melvin Etheridge, Danny Tay- Hazel Lions. High scorers were
lor, and Jimmy Taylor are each Pritchett for Almo, Rogers for
pictured with deer taken while Murray Training, Harold Wilkins
hunting.
for South Marshall, Rob Darnell
Thirty years ago
for Kirksey, Warren and
Five accidents were reported in McNeely for Lynn Grove, and
the city yesterday after 11 a.m. as 'Duncan for Hazel.

ply deteriorate. This is what the aging
process is all about. I'm afraid that
you're just going to have to accept the
inevitable: Old muscles don't enlarge
and grow strong the way young mus•
cies do.
Nonetheless, you can probably
Answer to Previous Puzzle
increase the challenge of your work
DRY TBONE MEA out and this will produce demonstra
AVA ble change. Rather than being content
001 00PA K
EMPLOY TENDER with using light weights in a repetitive
pattern, try heavier weights If you
PE LES SID
do 20 "reps" with one set,
can
C L EA ROD LEAK
the weight so that 10 "reps"
A L ECS MAY NRA increasework.
is hard
JA HEF MEL MR
Moreover, try increasing the speed
TAHOE with which you jog, or - even better
UMM MO I
NARY ETC CORN — use weight machines to develop
MAS SHREM/
your leg muscles In other words,
KRAMER ROYALS stress your system within limits and
LID TERIS RUA with suitable supervision.
Such a program of progressive
MCA SENSE DIN
training, long the standard
weight
12-10C 1996 United Feature Syndicate
fare of body builders, has been shown
in studies to add significant strength
10 Kind of
4 Gym class
automobile
(abbr )
and tone to aging muscles, too.
11 Ms Cannon
5 Penn. Young
I do not believe that drugs will help
16 Brown
and Connery
you and, in fact, they might be harmshades
6 Hitchcock film
ful by damaging your heart, for exam17 "Pearl star
7 Sue —
ple. Growth hormone is necessary for
20 Civil rights
Langdon
proper development at a certain age,
leader
8 Heavy thing
22 Vowel
(abbr )
but once we stop growing, growth horsequence
9 Strong — of
mone supplements are not useful.
25 Bestow upon
the law
26 Actor Morrow
If you choose to follow my sugges27 Suspicious
tions. I recommend that you join a fit28 '60s drug
ness program, where trained profes29 Neither's
sionals can assist you to achieve your
partner
goals.
31 Devoured
33 Female ruff
To help you further your fitness pro34 Emcee Parks
I am sending you a copy of my
gram.
36 "Step —
Health Report "Eating Right for a
37 Dial —
Healthy Heart." Other readers who
39 — and
coming
would like a copy should send $2, plus
40 Taylor of "The a long, self-addressed, stamped enveNanny"
lope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
41 Wife of Bruce
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
Willis
to mention the title.
42 Above
44 Former New
York mayor
45 Hawaiian
island
46 Region

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

SN
GARFIELD
I WONDER WHO FIRST CAME
UP WITH THE iPEA FOR
CANDY CANES?

MALLARD FILLMORE
NOVA ti1-s NO wAy -to tAl.Ks"
/4e3LIT A (10°1) 01: 1eNNE55EE

, AO

*Ira i;i5i:••-,

PEANUTS

fUNAT DO YOU MEAN
BIRDS DON'T KNOW
NUMBER5NOW CAN
I CALL THE ROLL: I

50 UNEN I CALL "(OUR
NUMBER, 5A‘f, HERE!

1 Doles
running mate
5 Sp woman
8 Guardianship
12 Nastase of
tennis
13 Epoch
14 Helen of —
15 Turf
16 — off
(diminish)
18 Sheep cry
19 Tin symbol
20 Lucci TV role
21 That man
23 Niven ID
24 Profits
26 Dance of the
Seven —
28 Spacious
grassy lands
29 Ms Peeples
30 Greek letter
32 Male deer
33 Charles
Dunon series
34 Red as a —
35 German
article
36 "— the
ramparts "

37 — Haute
38 Frank
Herbert
novel
40 Mr. Calhoun
41 First musical
note
43 Math term
44 Superman's
alter ego
45 Place for the
Wizard
47 — Marie
Saint
49 Cut of beef
(hyph wd.)
51 —Tse-tung
52 TV's Gnffin
54 — cream
55 Madeline of
"Cosby"
56 Spring flower
57 "— Pelican
Brief"
58 "Leaving Las
Vegas" star

DOWN
1 Token of
affection
2 Protract
3 In between

=MN MEM MEM
MIMI MEM MOM
MEM IMAM MEM
ME MM. MN ME
MM.= MEd.
MEM= ME MOM
MOM MEM
MEM MOM MOM
NW= MEM
NM du MEM Ad
MEM MMINIM
MEM MEM MOM
MEM MIN WM=

48 Onassis
50 Horse's
mouthpiece
51 — gingg
53 In contrast
with (abbr.)
55 Sutherland ID
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10. 1996

MURRAY LEDGER 41 TIMES
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Bring

Hoffman's

-Suzy Zoo
-Unusual Santas
-Large Variety of Nutcrackers
•Mary Engelbright Cards
•Nan's Christmas Corn Shuck Series
•Christmas Dishes
•PeWler Windchimes
inoglos
-(sollectible Zippo Lighters

Home
For Christmas!
Mon.-Sat. 8-5 p.m.,
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Many More Unique Christmas
& Gift Ideas
•z,

759-4512

TREASURE HOUSE

Hwy. 94 East - Murray

OF C. WI'S
753 6798

Southside Shopping Center

What A Great Idea!
Tcmporar) Nein Stick

We're the Gift
Specialists!

Designer
Umbrellas

Christmas

Borders

$29.95
Lu pui up.edisyLu

Li

I

\Lino.

dOME1•1

Great Selection!
As LONA

44
#

Nortis Ark

Christmas
Sweaters, Vests,
& Sweatshirts

Decorator Throw
Pillows

Wallpaper
702 N. 12th
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Ctr.
(Next to JCPenney)
753-4663

Mid

20% Off

12.95-$14.95

•

InduJcs tipcstry,
llor.11N

1)R
$5
•0
0

Large Selection of

orntm

Jewelry

24\30 Designer Framed Prints tioo

'75

1/2 Price

Wall aper
to"`

VAUGHT'S

FURNITURE & APPLIANCE

SUPERSTORE

4-e01C.glitY

519 south 1201 • Murray • 502-753-7575

Rom.. PoTTERY

3415 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7441

Something For Everyone...

A Beautiful
Addition To
Any Home.

* HOMEMADE BAKED GOODIES
*Fruit Cakes, Orange Slice Cake,
Cranberry Orange Breads & Peppernuts

Baskets!

* MURRAY AFGHANS
*Available in Navy, Hunter Green and Cranberry

For A Rich Smooth Feel...
Try Camille.

Full of delicious gourmet treats,
or choose from our 6 rooms
of personally selected treasures.

* AROMESCENCE HOLIDAY CANDLES
Triple Scented — Large Variety
* DUTCH DELIGHT CHOCOLATES
"Sugar-free chocolates also available.

,

Any Size - Any Price

*

Amish
Hickory
Rockers

Open: Tues.-Sat. 10:30-4:00
GIFT CERTVICATES AVAILABLE

The gift everyone loves from...

aktfaileme

* Porch
Swings

ca

kitchen & home

a gift for the
person

Seasons Greetings to all
J our customers and friends.
Its our pleasure to know
and serve you

BIRD FEEDERS
Starting at

FARMER'S FARMACY
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TO SAY 'THANK YOU" AND TO EXPRESS TO Y
AND YOURS. //.
EVERY HAPPINESS
THIS BEAUTIFUL SEASON •;
AND THROUGHOUT THE -fr
.-OMING YEAR
-

Cindy

Towery
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AT THIS HOLIDAY SEASON,:
4:4414
THERE IS NO MORE 4.
APPROPRIATE TIME FOR US;

THE ED

Dixieland ('Ir. • 759-2248
Hours: NI-F 8:30-5:30 • Sat. 8:30-4:00

hffp:\ \www.hawkinsresearch.com

,•

1111111111111

Free Feed Fill Up With Purchase Of Feeder!
Stop in for your great gift ideas!

Join us at our Web Site

•

$7.95

We hale many sizes and shapes to choose from.

1304-E Chestnut St.
Dixieland Center
753-7001

a

Through
this door...

for gifts!

•

Our Customers!
Our Friends!

Do something a little different this year..

• , ,"„1,'HERH
• fR,1Ir
•F'1( )(11-2ANIM'rk
.()If ICE f li14111URE

FT'

who has

are great ideas

/

...pass the nicest
people in the world.

everything?

HAWKINS
RESEARCH

••
▪ „

t

Searching for

May All Your
Memories Be Bright

", •"

408N. 12'
•153-0545

Business Hours: Tues. & Wed.9-5:30; Thurs.-Sat. 9-8
Hwy. 121 N. (Next to Dutch Essenhaus 767-0486

Hwy. 121 North, Murray
759-9092
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